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‘Drive ‘Carefully - 

- CHILDREN 
should be seen 

and not hurt 

PLO split ‘inevitable’ |192 Poles 

1 _ By DAVID BERNSTEIN 
Post Mideast Affairs Reporter 

and a 
A major split in the PLO 

appeared all but inevitable yesterday 
3S preparations proceeded for 
tomorrow's Palestine National 
Council (PNC) meeting in Amman, 
which Jordan's King Hussein intends 
to open with a major political 
speech. 
The ‘announcement that Hussein 

is to open the session, reported on 
Jordan radio yesterday, underscores 
the significance of the gathering as 
the long-delayed showdown be- 
tween Palestine Liberation Orga- 
nization leader Yasser Arafat and 

his Jordan-oriented policies on the 
one hand, and his Syrian-oriented 
opponents in the organization, on 
the other. 
Two of Arafat's leading o 

nents, George Habash of the Pops. 
lar Front for the Liberation of Pales- 
tine (PFLP) and Nayef Hawatmeh of 
the Democratic Front for the Libera- 
tion of Palestine (DFLP) have both 
been summoned ta Moscow, 
apparently in a last-minute bid by 
lo to avert a split in the 

“at Amman parley 
But the chances of this appeared 

slight last night, with Arafat showing 
no sign of compromise and the likeli- 
hood of either Habash or Hawatmeh 
‘attending a meeting opened by Hus- 
sein practically nil. 

Moscow is plainly concerned ab- 
out the prospects of a split in the 
PLO, apparently realizing that Ara- 
fat - with his relative openness to 
Western-initiated peace moves in 
the region — will emerge from such a 
split with by far the greater measure 
of popular support among Palesti- 
nians and considerably greater free- 
dom to promote his line. 

Meanwhile, deputy PNC speaker 
Salim al-Za’anun, PNC spokesman 
Ahmed Abdul-Rahman and the 
PLO's representative in Saudi Ara- 
bia, Rafik al-Natsha, told Jordan 
television on Monday night that the 
PNC would meet with the required 
quorum, 

The council, the highest decision- 
making body in the Palestinian 
movement, needs a quorum of two- 
thirds of its active members to meet. 
Ithas 564 members, but 180 who live 
in the West Bank are barred from 
travelling to Amman. 

‘TNT’ terrorists receive 

‘six-year prison sentences 
Three Jerusalem men. members 

of the so-called Terror Against Ter- 
ror gang, were each sentenced to six 
years imprisonment and three years 
suspended in the Jerusalem District 
Court yesterday for sabotaging Mos- 
fem and Christian holy sites in the 
capital. Several persons were 
wounded in the attacks which were 
carried out in late 1983 and early 
1984 using 13 boobytrapped Israel 
Defence Forces hand | ome 
The three men, all from the Jeru- 

salem neighbourhood of Ein Kerem, 
are Amram Der'i, 26, his brother 
David, 23, and Uri Ben-Ayun, 24. 
rl The three were charged with con- 
‘ypiring to epee ἃ crime, be ε 
possession of weapons, attem 
to attack a holy site and attempted 
murder. Their conviction followed a 
plea-bargaining deal with the pra- 
secution. 

Ta passing sentence the court 
noted the gravity of the crimes of 
which the three men were found 
guilty. But the three-judge panel 
said there were circumstances that 
warranted mitigating their punish- 
ment. 

The court noted that the defen- 
dants did not sufficiently understand 
the seriousness of the offences they 
had committed; they had expressed 
regret for their actions; had stopped 
their sabotage attempts two weeks 
before their capture, and had shown 
police where they had — their 
ys a in Ein Kerem and Kiryat 

Rehepas ac had told the court thar 
his participation in the attacks re- 
sulted from faulty education regard- 
ing the Palestinians and incorrect 
bao premgens of the Tora. 
He also said that rater! public 

attitudes towards the Arabs, politic- 
al opinions expressed by the govern- 
ment and the utterances of former 
chief of general’ staff Rafael Eitan, 
had strecgthened his belief that the 
Arabs should be “harassed” and 
“intimidated.” 

David Der'i had told the court that 
the three defendants had often 

ken of Arab terror. Their deci- 
sion to carry out the attacks, he said, 
was a direct result of the attack by 
Arab terrorists against the No.18 bus 
in Jerusalem last year. (tim) 

Taxmen to probe Israeli firms abroad 
Post Economic Reporter 

The income tax authorities will 
take a close look at the international 
activities of Israeli companies and a 
special body may be established for 
the purpose, Income Tax Commis- 

{sioner Neiger told reporters 
‘ yesterda: 

The authorities will try to prevent 
juggling invoices in order to evade 
tax payments or to smuggle foreign 
currency abroad. 

Neiger's deputy Avraham Sarfati 
told reporters that the tax authorities 
have been engaged for a week in one 
of their largest campaigns against tax 
evaders. About 500 workers were 
recruited for the campaign, working 
in two shifts, including Saturdays, to 
uncover any self-employed persons 
who evade payment and who are not 
registered with the income tax au- 
thorities. 

(See related story — page 3) 

jump cruise |, 
ship in. 
Hamburg 
HAMBURG (AP). -- One hundred 
and ninety-two Poles jumped the 
cruise ship Stefan Batory during a 
stop in Hamburg and most requested 
political asylum, city officials said 
yesterday. 

The exodus of nearly one-third of 
the 608 passengers was the largest 
Teported mass defection from the 
Polish liner. Tourists have left the 
ship in West Germany, Britain and 
the Netherlands on previous cruises. 

“Every time the ship has come,” 
there was a smal! exodus- This time it 
was quite big. Again people voted 
with their feet," Manfred Sorg, 
spokesman for the city's Alien 
Office, told the Associated Press. 

Sorg said 67 Poles had applied for 
political asylum in Hamburg by mid- 
day yesterday and 30 were waiting to 
submit requests at various police 
stations around the city. 

“The others have certainly gone to 
other (West German) cities where 
they have friends,” he said. 
The 153-metre liner docked Mon- 

day morning in Hamburg, its first 
stop after leaving Gdansk on a plea- 
sute cruise, according to a spokes- 
man for the Hamburg Interior 

Passengers were allowed to leave 
the ship for sightseeing trips but 
were toid to be back aboard ty the7 
p.m, departure Monday. 
When Hamburg water police disc- 

overed 192 passengers missing, the 
ship's departure was delayed for an 
hour, the spokesman said. 

Defence Minister Yitzhak Rabin Gouna γεδέαχάαν visits training 
becentns of tes Grewod Foreal Conan He was accompanied by 
Aluf Dan Shomron, head of the GFC and newly-appointed deputy 
chief of general staff and heads of operations (1 t) and Chief of right) 
General Staff, Rav-Aluf Moshe Levy (second from right). (ΛΕ photo} 

He charged IS60 too much— 

and must pay IS500,000 
By AARON SITTNER 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
(Charging [560 too much for a pack- 
age of soup noodies cost a Kiron 
grocer [$500,000 and a six-month 

sentence yesterday. suspended t 
Tel Aviv Magistrates Court Judge _ 

Haim Ayal. sitting in one of the 
seven “rapid-justice tribunals” 
established to hear violations of the 
Price fréeze, did not believe the 
grocer, who said the overcharge had 
been due to “a human error.” 

A ae Aviv grocer who quoted 

18370 as the price“of a kilo of rice, 
instead of the maximum [S330, was 
fined 1$150.000 and also got a six 
months suspended sentence. 

‘The same penalty was imposed by : 
Judge Ayal on a city pharmacist who 
sold a can of Materna mother’s milk 
substitute for IS2,800 instead of the 

_ Maximum IS2,392. 
In Haifa; Judge Hanoch Shiloni 

slapped fines ranging from 1520.000 
to IS80.000 on 16 wholesalers and 
retailers who were convicted of fail- 

{Continued on Back Page) 

Israel seeks $2b. U.S. military aid . 
By WOLF BLITZER 

Post Jervsalem Correspondent 
WASHINGTON. - Large-scale 
U.S. arms sales to Saudi Arabia. 
Jordan and other “moderate” Arab 
states will inevitably necessitate 
ese git 5. military assistance to 

This was made clear to the Reagan 
administration by senior Israeli off- 
cials during two days of separate 
economic fad military talks at the 

y by Secretary 
George Shultz, focused on the 
Israeli economic recovery program- 
me as well as Israel's projected arms- 
aid from the U.S. over the next five 
years. . 

Israeli officials insisted they did 
not submit an economic aid request 

Kirkpatrick quitting 
WASHINGTON (Reuter). -- Jeane 
ag yesterday announced 
her decision to give up the post of 
UN ambassador and return to pri- 
vate life. 

Kirkpatrick told reporters at the 
UN in New York she would remain 
at her post until the end of the 
present General Assembly session 
on December 18. 

during the talks, although they con- 
firmed that had done: og δ the 
military front. . they noted their 
projected military needs in the com- 
ing 1986 fiscal year budget would — 
total around $2.2 billion - an approx- 

cent increase over the imately 50 
Pot 81.40. All of those 1985 

Meanwhile, the Senate Foreign 
Committee yesterday Relations 

aggravated "1 an 
posture, thereby leading to* in- 
creased Israeli needs. 

Israeli officials have privately indi~ 

submitted next month during. the 
first formal U.S.-Israel joint econo- 
mic commission, will increase from 
the $1.2b. in the 1985 bill to approx- 
pe side me ee 
Beyond they have predicted 

that they will formally seek $700m.~ 
$800 in emergency aid in addition to - 

Blazing inferno kills over 300 Mexicans 
MEXICO CITY (Reuter). - Police 
said yesterday more than 300 peaple 
had died in the inferno that razed an 
industrial district of Mexico City 
before dawn on Monday, hurling 
concrete blocks up to 1.5 kilometres 
and melting metal buildings. Yester- 
day's reports spoke of 80 fatalities. 
- Hospitals and emergency treat- 
¢“sent centres received more than 
2,000 bum victims and hundreds 
more people poisoned as 80,000 bar- 
rels of liquid gas at one of the city's 
main gas distribution centres leaked 
and exploded. 

As rescue ‘workers ‘searched the 
razed suburb of San Juanico for 
more bodies, survivors spoke of the 
horror when 100 metre-bhigh flames 
engulfed the area. 

Juan Viczaya told reporters he 
thought he had died and gone to bell 
when he saw a metal building melt. 
Bry fires could not be hotter,” he 
said. 

Viczaya said when the fire started, 
“I heard a rumble and rushed out * 
into the street but the heat struck me 
and I ran back inside to help my 
family. I tried to get my parents out 
of their house but it was burned to 
ashes. 

Other survivors said birds were 
fried by the heat of the flames. A 
police sergeant said of the 264 corp- 
ses recovered by nightfall Monday: 
“They were fried, just fried.” 
The sergeant said many people 

had died half-naked in the street as 

they tried to outrun the flames that 
leaped from house to house. 

Entire families were incinerated in 
the grimy suburb and governor 
Alfredo del Mazo said the homes of 
more than 4.000 people had been 
destroyed 

Soldiers threw a security cordon 
asound San Juanico and surrounding 
areas evacuated after the blaze in the 
gas distribution centre owned by the 
State oil company Petroleos Mexica- 
nes (Pemex). More than 50 looters 
were arrested. 
Pemex officials, who said the 

blaze started in a plant next to their 
own depot, said on Monday night 
the main fires were under control. 
Thousands of firefighters, at least 

150 ambulance crews and hundreds 

of troops were sent to the scene in 
the industrial belt surrounding Mex- 
ico City. 
‘Thousands of volunteers collected 

at least 70 tons of clothes and food 
for the victims, many of them sleep- 
πε out in near-freezing tempera- 

a te fires were brought under 
control and the scale of the disaster 
emerged, critics said it had been just 
ἃ question of time before such a 
calamity would strike in Mexico City. 

“Iv is not wise to store large quan- |’ 
tities of gas or petrol near people,” 

‘NEWS ANALYSIS/Brutality and the police — I 

* There’s a limit to what a policeman can take’ » 
te “There were 1.238 complaints in 

1983 about policemen using exces- 

sive force. Only 184 of these were 

found to be justified, according to 

the state attorney's Offices through- 

‘out the country where the com- 

ts were examined, 

"The 184 cases were acted upon 

‘There were -52 trials in the Petah 

‘Tikva police disciplinary court, 74 

‘cases tried by a single officer of th le 

rank of chief superintendent or high- 

ef, and 56 cases in which the offen- 

Mer ‘was either sent for retraining or 

3 a stiff warning. Four’ cases 

+ alte in what official police statis- 

tics called “corrective. actions.” " At 

~~ Jeast one officer Was 
from 

“the περαίας offenders wh
o try 

to resist arrest are the most likely to 
be victims of police violence,” said 
one police source. Another source 
explained that basically “the level of 
hutzpa, of lack Jrosakesyrtagret? dew 
suspect” determines the likelihood 
of violence against him. 
A high-ranking police officer in 

the Jerusalem area explained: 
“You have to remember that we 

too are human. Every day my men 
go out onto the street in their patrol 
cars and are told three, four, or five 
times a day that they are illiterate 
baboons, that their mothers will die, 
that their children are going to get 
raped, My men are human. There's a 
limit to what they can take.” And the 
Jerusalem area is relatively clean of 
incidents of violence. Last year only 

5 per ceat of the complaints against 
officers tumed out to be justified, far 
below the national average of 14.7 
per cent. 

There are no indications that 
police violence has increased sub- 
Stantially ovet the years. The gum- 
ber of complaints has been increas- 
ing, but the justified complaints re- 
main about the same. 

Sources at National Police Head- 
quarters sy One reason for the re- 
cent spate on police vio- 
lence stems fiiaele piel gerbe 
problem. The Assaf Hefetz trial 
Opened the doors of the Petah Tikva 
Police disciplinary coust to the press, 
and several newspapers started post- 
ing reporters there. 

By Robert Rosenberg 

“This sounds picayune, but there 
are some problems that arise for us | | 
because of that.” said an assistant 
commander at National Police 
Hi . who almost daily has 
to handle reports from Petah Tikva. 

“Many of the cases coming up now 
in the court are one or two vears old, 
It's hard to get a clear picture of the 
situation today on the basis of what's 
i spe ἐς in court today." 

He “The police are the oaly 
institution in the country that opens 
its doors to the public for its internal 
trials. The lawyers don't. the army 
doesn't. the judges don't. none of 
them do. We do.” 

To explain why there is police 
violence -- beyond the matter of 

(Continued on Page3) - . 

the alae passed 1985 legislation. 
ag f total of combined new. 

πε κοῖς and military aid which 
Israel will likely seek comes to nearly 
arecord $5b. 

Administration officials yesterday 
said they had ‘made no flat commit- 
ments to their Israeli counterparts 

funds are in the form of an outright - during the talks: They 
_ however, that Reagan was likely to. 
en ἐδ ΔΝ on a 
level, but th ee 
doubt that the figures would 
come close to meeting the fall Israeli 

πὰς past, they noted, this has 

aca ae 

| After the freeze: 
Gov't weighing 
three courses 

By AVI TEMKIN 
Economic 

Three different economic poli- 
cies are being considered in the 
search for the follow-up to. the 
price. freeze, Finance Minister 
Yitzhak Moda’ said yesterday. 
They are: dollarization,.a large 
devaluation of the shekel .with-- 
Out Compensation for price in- 
‘creases; and prolongation of the 
-package deal with its gradual ᾿ 
phasing out. 

Speaking to senior officials of va- 
rious ministries, Moda’i said i ls a 
yet possible to say which policy the 
government will choose. It will de- 
cide in the middte of next month, he 
said. 

The minister added that dollariza- 
tion would force the government 10 _ 
balance its budget, but it would also 

Ἴ leave the government without the 
tools to influence economic develop- 
ments. . 
Modsii ‘i said the budget’ cuts, both 

τ the $1 billion already approved and 
the $550 million now under 

-sion, are necessary to narrow the 
balance ‘of payments deficit to a 

reasonable figure. He added that the 
cuts will also reduce purchasing pow- 
‘er and prevent prices from exploding 
once the freeze ends. : 

Civil Service Commissioner Avra- 
ham Nathan told the officials that 
the plans to dismiss workers from the 
civil service provides the unique 
opportunity of getting rid of “the 
iencent workers and those who 
make a negative contribution.” No 
ministry should fight the proposed 
cuts, he said, because “we are all on 
the same side.” 

Ya’acobi vs. Katzav 
A new conflict in the cabinet 

developed yesterday, with Econo- 
mics Minister Gad Ya'acobi deman- 
ding the resignation of Social Affairs 
Minister Moshe Katzav because of 
his criticism of the government's 
economic policy. 

{Continued on Page 2, Col. 6) 

Labour leaders warn: 

Package deal’s survival 

depends on wage rise 
By ROY ISACOWITZ 
jerusalem Post i Reporter 

‘ TEL AVIV. - Trade Union leaders - 
yy warned the package deal 

could collapse if the government 
rejects org demand for a wage 

ἄδεια will be raised by Histad- 
tut Secretary-General Yisrael ‘Kes- 
sar at the meeting of the trilateral 
National Economic Council in Jera- 

ve been ng red med 
the duratna of the dea}. “I. 
am Surprised at’ (Woda) lack of 
awareness of what it means to the 
workers and: what ‘effect it could 

"Exclusive Bonus on Doliar: saving schemes. 
at The First International Bank. - 

have on the ‘package deal.” said 
Ephraim Jiloni, deputy chairman of 
the Histadrut’s Trade Union De- 
aly 
At issue is the final wage supple- 

ment specified in the pul lic sector 
wage agreement signed last June. 
The agreement provided for a four- 
part payment of wage increases, wi 
the last part, a 4-per-cent increase, 
due to have been paid with Octo- 
ber's os ρῶν 

rut maintains that the 
wage and price freeze does not apply 
to wage agreements signed before 

“the feeze’ went into. effect on 
steerage tuple buted te 
capacity as ¢m 5 
honour its its contractual. obligations. 
the unionists say. 
Moda'i, for bis part, has replied to 

this demand by saying that the sup- 
"* (Couthnsed on Back Page) 
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| THE WEATHER | 
Forecast: Partly cloudy to clear. 

Yesterday's Yesterday's Today's 
Homdidity Min-Max Max 

Jerusalem 43 1-18 το 
Golan 48 i 2 

Safad 57 10-17 19 
Haifa Port 39 17-25 25 
‘Tiberias 31 13-36 21 
Nazareth - —_ - 
Afula 4 9-26 27 
Shomron 40 11-22 B 
Tel Aviv 53 14-24 25 
BG Ai 536 12-26 Pee 
Jericho 39 13-23 29 
Gaza 7S 13. 24 
Beersheba 28 9-26 27 
Eilat -30 15-29 30 

| SOCIAL & PERSONAL 

Finance Minister Yitzhak Moda’i 
yesterday addressed the Canadian 
Hadassah-Wizo Heritage Tour, led 
by their National President Cecily 
Peters. 

German Minister of Science and 
Education Dorothy Welms and her 
party, accompanied by the director- 
general of the Israel Ministry of 
Science and Development Tanhum 
Grizim yesterday visited the Weiz- 
mann Institute of Science as guests 
of its president, Prof. Michael Sela. 
Present at the luncheon given in her 
home by Prof. Sela were, among 
others, executive vice-president of 
the European Committee for the 
Weizmann Institute Dr. Josef Cohn, 
Profs. Ora Kedem, William Taub 
and Ada Zamir, and Shalhevet 

The: Biitish Ambassador and’ Mrs. 
C. W: Squire yesterday visited Wizo 
Oe te in the vw μεν a 

a, accompanie: ‘or’ izo 
Executive chalraan Michal Modai. 
Simha Landau, director of the Coun- 
cil for Higher Education will speak 
on “Higher Education in Israel” at 
the weekly meeting of Jerusalem 
Rotary Club at 1 p.m. today in the 
YMCA. 

Profs. Binyamin Mazar and Nahman 
Avigad yesterday were awarded the 
first Jerusalem Prize in Archeology 
by Mayor Teddy Kollek in a cere- 
mony held in the municipal council, 
chamber for their distinguished 
work in uncovering Jerusalem's 

A ceremony was held at the 
cemetery on Mount Herzl yesterday 
in memory of Haviva Reik, of Kib- 
butz Ma’anit who was executed by 
the Nazis 40 years ago. Reik was part 
of 2 group of parachutists dropped 
behind Nazi lines by the Yishuv to 

_ help Jews. 
A ceremony was held yesterday at 

the JNF forest at Mesilat Zion, near 
Jerusalem, by about 200 families -- 
the parents of soldiers who immi- 
grated from Canada and the U.S. 
and fell in Israel's wars — in memory 
of their sons. The families are here to 
attend a meeting of the Association 
of Parents of American-Israelis. 

_ Mitterrand to Syria 
PARIS (AP). ~ President Francois 
Mitterrand is to visit Syria Novem- 

‘ber 26-28, the presidential Elysee 
Palace formally announced yester- 
day. 

The three-day visit, the first by 2 
French head of state, is in response 
to an invitation by President Hafez 
Assad. 

Mitterrand has made a number of 
trips to the Middle East during his 
three-and-a-half years in office. The 
last such trip was to Jordan in July. 

The president will be accompa- 
nied by his wife Danielle, the state- 
ment said. 

HOME NEWS | 
Thatcher has not acted 
to block Arafat visit 

” ‘By HYAMCORNEY allowed to come to this country for 
Post C Jerusalem ‘orrespondent whatever reason, particularly after 

LONDON. -- If PLO leader Yasser ἴδε tragic events in Brighton (where 
Arafat comes to Britain next month, an IRA bomb killed leading mem- 
as he is seeking to do, it will be with bers of the Conservative Party) and 
the tacit approval of Prime Minister elsewhere. We recall the strong con- 
Margaret Thatcher. * demnation of terrorism by the prime 

minister and by other British leaders Although a spokesman at 10 
i i id strongly urge .that a visa for Downing Street said yesterday thar ὅδ τ 

the Prime Minister's Office was “nat Bastar τ 
involved in any way” with the prop- ας sei ee: director of the 
osed visit and thatitwasamatterfor 7 a 7 ionist Federation told The 
the Foreign and Home offices to /€7usalem Post that he saw the visit 
resolve, itis understood thatThatch- 25 "2 anger to the improving rela- 
er has been aware of Arafat's plan- tions between Britain and Israel. 

ned trip for some time and has not Bal marae Party eee 
i Teporters prop- acted to stop it. osed visit “would cause a cussive 

News of Arafat's visit has already disruption and great offence to a 

brought a storm of protest. An large number of people.” : 
Israeli Embassy statement It has just been revealed that ἃ 
“incredulity” that Arafat might 
come here “at a time when Britain 
was attempting to enlist the co- 
operation of the international com- 
munity in forwarding its stated aim 

fortnight before he went to Israel. 
Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey 
Howe met London PLO representa- 
tive Faisal Oweida. The meeting 
took place in Brighton during the 

of combating terrorism.” 
The Board of Deputies of British 

Jews said: “We cannot believe that 
the arch apostle of terrorism is to be 

Conservative Party conference. 
Howe addressed the (pro-Arab) 

᾿ Conservative Middle East Council 
and Oweida was in attendance. 

Strike by teachers deferred 

as urgent negotiations go on 
By D‘'VORA BEN SHAUL 

jerusalem J Post Reporter 
The Histadrut ‘Teachers Union 

last night agreed to defer a nation- 
wide teachers strike, which was sche- 
duled for today, until after additiou- 

tries held urgent meetings yesterday. 
and a Treasury official said last night 
that every effort would be made to 
prevent the strike, which would cost 
the economy millions of shekels in 
lost work days for mothers who 
would have to stay home from work 
to take care of their children. 

Union representatives had met on 
Monday with Education Minister 
Yitzhak Navon to protest against the 
government’s failure to fulfil the 
terms of the arbitrated agreement 
which allowed the schoois to openon ἢ 
time in September. 

According to the teachers, the 
government is trying to avoid paying 
the increments they gained in 
arbitration in September, and which 
are to be paid in December, because 
the government: feels payment 
would violate the price and wage 
freeze. The teachers point out that 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
Eight Israeli Arab mayors came 

out of a two-hour meeting with 
Prime Minister Shimon Peres and 
ane without Portfolio pode 

eizman yesterday, saying they 
were very pleased with the promises 
of increased financial aid, a more 
sympathetic attitude at top levels, 
and the possibility that the post of - 
adviser to the prime minister on 
Arab affairs would be abolished. 
The mayors said that in order to 

bring the infrastructure in Arab local 
authorities up to the level in Jewish 
localities, as much as $§ million 
would be required over a period of 
eight years. 

Peres said that for every shekel 
-| that Arab residents would raise 

themselves, the Treasury should, in 

the increments were compensation 
for last year’s wage erosion. 

The teachers are also adamant 
that the dismissal of 4,000 teachers 
would not be tolerated. The Treas- 
ury repeatedly issues statements ab- 
out its intention to dismiss the 
teachers, while the Education Minis- 
try says nothing has been decided. 

In another development, the High 
Court of Justice issued an order 
nisi, calling on the education minis- 
ter, the finance minister and the 
Union of Local Authorities to show 
cause within two weeks why teachers 
should not receive their salaries 
directly from the government into 
their bank accounts. The order was 
given at the request of two secondary 

- school teachers, one from Kafr Yasif 
and one from Kiryat Shmona. 

Five high schools in the Arab 
sector are still closed after six weeks 
because teachers have not received 
their September pay. 

Meanwhile, the country's X-ray 
technicians are also threatening to 
strike because increments they were 
= have Hee ived this aeaigeat bea 

6 terms of an agreement si it 
year were not paid, reportedly be- 
cause of the wage and price freeze. 

rs 

s Ineet Peres: «||? 
his opinion, contribute two shekels, 

Nazareth Mayor Tawfik Zayyat 
said no Israeli prime minister 
ever hosted δ΄ gathering of Arab 
mayors and the meeting was a histor- 
icone. Zayyad. a leading Arab Com- 
munist and an MK for the De: 
tic Front for Peace and Equality, 
said: “Our destiny as Israeli citizens 
was determined for us many years 

ago, and it is a destiny which we not 
only accept, but also desire.” 

Weizman told the mayors that in 
the future, Arab citizens should 
handle their affairs in government 
Offices directly. without going 
through the prime minister's advis- 
er. 

Peres said: “My bureau is the 
bureau of every Israeli citizen and 
will always remain open to you.” 

Egyptian official calls on Weizman 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

Egyptian charge d'affaires 
Mohammed Bassiouny called on 
Minister without Portfolio Ezer 
Weizman at the Prime Minister's 
Office yesterday afternoon, amid 
Speculation that their short con- 
versation might be connected with 
efforts to improve relations between 
Israel and Egypt. 

Neither Weizman nor Bassiouny 
would discuss the uature of their 
meeting. 

The Jerusalem Post understands 

that the conversation was informal 
and that Bassioury brought no mes- 
sage. . 
. Bassiouny's wife is receiving 
medical treatment in Jerusalem, 
which explains his presence in the 
capital. : 

Officials said last uight that Cairo 
is expected to sent an envoy to 
Jerusalem to discuss ways of impro- 
ving relations soon after the Pales- ᾿ 
tine National Council winds up its 
meeting in Amman. " 

Israel is helping Haddad’s daughters | 
By MENAHEM HOROWITZ 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
MARJAYOUN. ~Two daughters of 
the late Major Sa'ad Hadad, founder 
of the South Lebanese Army, have’ 
been sent by their family to schools 
in France. Israel is paying for their 
studies and helped them leave Leba- 
non via Israel. 
One dauphter, Katy, 18, is study- 

ing linguistics. The other, Duli, 19, is 

studying dentistry. : 
Hadad’s widow, Theresa, and 

four younger daughter remain in 
Lebanon. 

The Israeli Embassy in Paris is 
assisting the two daughters and pro- 
viding for their security. 

Before Hadad’s death, Israel 
promised him it would look after his 
family. ᾿ 

Abu Nidal reportedly alive in Libya 
BEIRUT (Reuter). - Secretive 
Arab terrorist leader Abu Nidal, 
said by some reports to have died in 
Baghdad last month, had talks with 
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Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi in 
Tripoli Monday night, the official 
Libyan news agency Jana said 

γ.- 

Tt said in a short dispatch moni- 
tored in Beirut: “The brother re- 
volutionary leader (Gaddafi) last 
night received brother Abu Nidal, 

-general of Fatah —the Re- 
volutionary Council. : 
Abu Nidal, whose real name is 

Sabri al-Banna, claimed responsibil- 
ity for the 1982 shooting and wound- ~ 8 carrying 
ing of Israeli ambassador to London 
Shlomo Argov, the incident that is 
said to have triggered Israels inva- 
sion of Lebanon. 
He fell out with the mainstream 

‘Fatah group in 1974 and began oper- 

ating from Iraq and later from Syria. 
His group also claimed responsibility 
for the 1983 killing of PLO official 
Issam Sartawi in Portugal. 

In Madrid yesterday Spanish 
police ssid they had arrested a man 
suspected of being a senior member 
of Abu Nidal’s terrorist group and of 
participation in the attack on Argov. 

They. said the man, in his 
thirties, was detained on Nowa 

two Moroccan passports. 
Clyro a his Madrid flat 

an documents showing he 
had bought -explosives and giving 
details about Arab residents and 
diplomatic missions of moderate 
Arab countries, they added. 

By ARYEH RUBINSTEIN 
Post Knesset Reporter 

The government must take the 
initiative to get the world to act on 
behalf of the Jews of Syria. the 
Soviet Union. Ethiopia and Yemen. 

ion Minister Ya‘acov Tzur 
told the Knesset vesterday. We must 
demand for them the right to live a 
Jewish life in their countries. to 

communities and to immigrate to 
Israel. he said. < 

‘Tzur was replying to motions for 
the agenda. : 

Rabbi Menahem Hacohen (Align- 
ment) had proposed that Israel must 
find a way of raising the problem of 
Syrian Jewry in all negotiations with 
Syria, direct or indirect. Geula 
Cohen (Tebiya) had said she did not 
tule out an operation by the Israel 
Defence Forces to rescue “the Jew- 
ish hostages” in Syria. 
When Miriam Taasa-Glazer 

(Likud-Herut) raised the question of 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
The police cannot eliminate the 

black market and are limited in their 
ability to enforce the law against 
illegal dealings in foreign currency, 
Police Ministry director-general 
Gad Aviner told the Knesset’s In- 
terior Committee yesterday. 

The committee discussed the mo- 
tion of Ariel Weinstem (Liberals) 
that the police are not treating the 
black market seriously and are play- 

places where dollars are sold illegal- 
ly. 

Weinstein said that as long as the 
bridges to Jordan are open, enabling 
merchants to come info Israel with 
foreign currency. it wil] be impossi- 
ble to stop illegal dealings in the 
do! 

He noted that the police cam- 
paigns to crack down on the black 

By WALTERRUBY ᾿ 
Jerusalem Post Correspondent 

NEW YORK. - Former Defence 
Minister Ariel Sharon testified 

who made the decision on Septem- 
ber 14, 1982 to order the Phalangists 

camps. But he said that he approved 
the order himself the next morning 
because, he said, “I think it was the Jecision.” 

Eitan. Eitan has said that he and 
Sharon had made the decision 
together to send the Phalange into 
the Palestinian refugee camps in 

According to Sharon: “The first I 
was told of the decision was at 8a.m. 
on September 15, on the roof of the 
half-destroyed building in West 

y when his vehicle 
collided with a truck biocking the 
Haifa-Nahariya road. Paramedics 
who arrived at the site of the acci- 

man, who worked at the Nahariya 
MDA station. ᾿ 

A patient in the ambulance. who 
.was being transferred from Elisha. 
Hospital in Haifa to the Nahariya 
government hospital after a chest 
Operation, had her right arm broken 
and received a strong blow to the 

Jerusalem Post Reporter « 
The Knesset coalition executive, 

decided at a meeting yesterday to 
e to next week ἃ debate on 

implementing the Demobilized Sol- 
diers Law, which was passed just 
before the elections in July. ; 
The law grants customs, housing. 

educational and vocational help to 
demobilized soldiers. 
The debate on the law has already 

been postponed three weeks. Align- 

ter Ignaz Kiechle indicated last night 
that his government will do all it can 
to ensure that trade between Israel 
and the European Community coun- 
tries would not be affected by the 
imuninent entry of Spain and Portug- 
alinte the EC. 
Kiechie was speaking at the 

Agrexco terminal at Ben-Gurion 
‘| Airport on arriving with his wife for 

a five-day visit as a guest of his Israeli 
counterpart, Arye Nehamkin. . : 
He pointed out that “we-are just 

one country out of 10, but we-will do 
ing in our power to: back 

Israel.in this cause.” ‘ 
Nehamkin stated that the agri- 
cultural ties between the two coun- 
tries are exceJlent and noted the 
support Israel gets from Germany in 
the EC. He also said that in talks this 
week the countries would discuss 
ways of cooperation in agricultural 
research and development. : 

maintain contact with other Jewish 

into the Sabra and Shatilia refugee ~ 
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Tzur: Gov't Ἐπεὶ ως in aiding oppressed. Jews’ 
“the Jews of Yemen. following the 
publication of Ammon Kapeliuk’s 
eyewitness report in Yedior Ahar- 
onot last Friday. Tzur broadened his 
canvas to include the Jews in the 
Soviet Union and Ethiopia as well. 

Israel does not accept the version © 
of Svrian President Hafez Assad that 
the Jews of Syria enjoy the full rights 
of citizens and are released from 
certain obligations. Tzur said. 

Nor does it accept his view that the 
problem of Syrian Jewry is not the 
affair of France — this in connection 
with the World Conference on Sy- 
rian Jewry just held in Paris, 

“The injustice being done to the 
Jews of Syriais a matter on which the 
international community must act.” 
Taur said. ᾿ 

Avner Sciaky (National Religious 
Party) said that we must make it 
clear to the Syrian rulers and the 
entire world that Israel will not rest 
until the persecution of Syrian Jews 
is ended. 

market are always publicized in adv- 
ance and therefore rendered ineffec- 
tive. 

Aviner said that at the attomey- 
general's instructions, the police are 
taking action to stop selling of dol- 
lars in public and are watching close- 
ly the activity of large-scale chan- 
gers. as 

He noted that since the beginning 
of the police campaign against the 
black market. 60 Suspects have been 
arrested. 52 criminal files have been 
opened and $57,000 and 1.380 
Jordanian dinars have been seized 
by the police. 
The Bank of Israel's legal adviser, 

Michael Herzberg, said that huge 
capital smuggling from the country is 
causing grave damages to the eco- 
nomy. He denied that the bank is 
interfering in the dollar prices or 
pouring dolars into the market to 
keep its prices down. 

Committee chairman Dov -Shi- 

Beirut (that served as the Israel 
Defence Forces’ forward command 

5." 
Peat Sharon stated: “I approved 
the decision by the chief of general 
staff, and I would have approved it 
on the 14thif he had asked me then.” 
Responding to questioning by 

Barr, Sharon stated his belief that 
when the PLO left Beirut in late 
Angust 1982, “there were 2,000 
armed terrorists left behind in West 
Beirut.,.mostly where the terrorists 
headquarters were—in Sabra. Shatil- 
ja and Fakahani.” 

PEO fighters inthe refugee i 

Phalangst, Sharon replied that “we ists. Sharon repli t “we 
did not instruct the Tabane forces 
on bow mam Pe le to send. I only 
later Jearni at they sent only 150. 
There was a war going on.” 

Barr asked: “Would have 
really sent 150 men to t 2,000 if 
you really believed there were 2,000 
there?” . ; 

national service. ° 

In another accident, a pedestrian 
died after being hit by a car on ἃ 
crossing on the Haifa-Acre road at 
the Afek junction early Monday 
morming.© -_ 

Police reported yesterday that 58- 
year-old Maimon Ben-Avraham of 
Kiryat Bialik was ing the road 
at the traffic lights, tumed back and 
was hit by the car. He died of his 
injuries in hospital. 

Debate on demobilized soldiers postponed 
ment Knesset member Haim Ramon 
insists that the law be implemented 
immediately, while Finance Ministry 
Officials want to put off im- 
plementing it for three years. ΄. 
Ramon accused the Finance 

Ministry of sabotaging the law and of 
deceiving the Knesset by stating that - | 
implementing the law would cost $12 © 
milion. Ramon says the law would 
only cost ἃ few hundred thousand 
dollars. ο΄ eis 

Jerusalem Post Correspondent - 
BONN. = West Germany's official 
radio, Deutsche Welle (German 
Wave) is considering sidering broadcasting 
regularly in Hebrew for an Israeli 45 ᾿ : 

No final. decision-has been made 
and the broadcasts would not start 
for another two or three years in any 

_ The director-general of Deutsche 
Welle, former German ambassador 
to Israel and mayor of Berlin, Klaus 

‘| Schuetz. told The Jerusalem Post 
that the Hebrew service would cost 
anannual$1m.-$1.5m. - ὁ 
He said the Hebrew transmissions 

would probably be broadcast on 
short wave. He added that both-the . 
Voice of America and the. BBC 
started Hebrew broadcasts but had - 
to give them up. oe 

CIVIL DEFENCE. ~ A civil defence 
exercise is to be held in the Rantat 
Hasharon area from 6'a.m. to 5 p.m. 
today: During the exercise, sounds 
of os ha frames and the al}-clear. 
siren. will be heard. In case of 2 true 
emergency, a rising and falling siren 
ilbesounded. - -- a 

Yossi Sarid (Citizens Rights 

Movement) said that only if israel is 

more moral than dictatorial regimes 

and fair to its own minorities, can it 

help the Jews of Syria. 
The motions were referred to the 

Aliya and Absorption Committee. 

Academic Freedom 
Education Minister Yitzhak 

Navon said yesterday that the 

Technion enjoys academic freedom 

and that he would not intervene in its 

decision not to give preference to 

ex-soldiers among applicants for 

admission 
Navon was replying in the Knesset 

to motions for the agenda by Miriam 

Ta'asa-Glazer and Gershon Shafat 

(Tehiya). 
He said the Technion's senate had 

rejected the recommendation of its 

own committee to grant discharged 

soldiers extra points. The senate's 
argoment was that never before had 

the university given academic weight 

lansky decided to invite the 
attorney-general to the commitice’s 
next meciing to report on the gov- 
emment policy concerning money 
changers from East Jerusalem. 
Yosef"s activities 

The Knesset Presidium this morn- 
ing will discuss an urgent motion for 
the agenda presented by Mapam’s 
Yair Tzaban against Rabbi Ovadia 
Yosef's alleged illegal activity and 
the religious affairs minister's ignor- 
ing the issue. 

Yosef. who is a judge (dayan) in 
the Rabbinical High Court of 
Appeals. is involved in political 
activity as a member of Shas‘s Coun- 
cil of Tora Sages. Judges must not be 
involved in political activity due to 
conflict of interests, Tzaban notes. 

Despite the attorney-general’s let- 
ter to the religious affairs minister. 
presently Prime Minister Shimon 
Peres. no move was made to stop 
Yosef's “intolerable conduct.” Tza- 

Sharon responded cryptically: 
“You conld have expected that the 
150 (Phalangists) would have done 
what they did do.~ 

Barr then asked Sharon how he 
reconciled bis account of “a war 
going on in West Beirut™ with the 
fact that about 12 hours before the 
Phalangists were sent into the 
camps, he had called prime minister 
Menachem Begin and informed him 
that West Beirut was in Israeli hands 
aud that “complete quiet pre- 
vailed.” 

Sharop replied that. the words 

Commdenou τερατι on ie eaeorrse . ion report on thie massacres 
Were'atcurate but” éverits. were 
different.” 

He stated, “This was a war in a 
built-up area with 600,000 inhabi- 
tants [ἴῃ West Beirut]. In Shatilla 
alone, there were more than 2.300 
buildings with many onderground 
tunnels.” 

Sharon added that, “on Septern- 
ber 15, I aiso called the prime minis- 

By ILAN CHAIM 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

The decision to link National In- 
stitute child allotments to the cost- 
of-living increment came too late to 
help parents this month, but next 
month's payment will include the 13 
per cent C-o-L adjustment for 
November, the NII announced 
yesterday. - 

The basic rate for a single-child 
payment in October was. 156,170, 
Since it included a [550 adjustment 
carsied over from September. 
ΝῊ child allotments are updated 

four times a : in January, April, 
July and October. But this month, 
following the announcement of the 
record 24.3 per cent rise in the 
consumer price index for October, it 
was decided to raise the allotments 
by 13 per cent, in accordance with 
the full C-o-L increment. 

' However, there was not enough 
time to implement the decision for 

is month, an NII spokeswoman 
said. The index was published on the 

FREEZE FOLLOW-UP 
(Continued from Page One) 

Ya‘acobi said in an interview on 
Amy Radio that Katzav should not 
Stay in Sort eam ifhe does not 
agree with the budget cuts ἃ 
by = cabinet. τὰ Saab 

Satzav had clashed at Sunday's 
cabinet meeting with Moda’i ie 
the Finance Ministry's Proposal to 
cut welfare allowances. Senior mem- 
bers of Herut. later claimed that 
Prime Minister Peres did Nothing to Prevent the Katzav-Moda’i clash be- 
Cause he was interested in seeing a 
Split between the Liberals and 
Hent. 

Reacting almost immediate} to 
Ya'acobi's demand, Katzav mise it clear last night that he will not resign but will continue to Oppose the prop- 

in her 

Sharon: Eitan made decision to send Phalangists into camps 

Dec. NII child allowances to 

include 13% C-o-L payment 

Friends and Family of 

HENNY EINSTEIN οἱ 
: - will gather at Kibbitz'Gezer ° on Thursday, Novernber 22, 1984, ε 8.45 p.m. fora funeral serve 

; ‘52A Rehov Tehemichowsky, J 

to non-academic achies, 
that other ways should bea a 
take military service inte seeaye! 
Youth and Democracy" } 

Navon also expressed his cao, ἢ 
over the weak atiachmea; qn, na 
cracy among Israels woth” 

Replying to ἃ parhamentsr. 
tion by Matityahe Peled ip, 
sive List for Peace}, Navan sad 

his ministry has set up ἢ leat 
reconimend ways nf atacting 7 
problem. both tn the schogis γὴν 
teachers" colleges. i 

The team is expected to cut 
detailed plan within tvo mony 
the approval of the ministn’s 
gogical secretanat, . 

Peled cited 4 poll by Mins Zep, 
and Ruth Dayan for the Vaq fs 
Institute which, he said, indice 
negative attitudes towards the Gi 
rights of the Jewish poputatinn Ν 
even more so. towards the right, 
the Arab poputation in fsracl and 4 
termitories. 

ait 
sf 

MKs told police playing ‘cops and robbers’ with black market 
ban says. The attomey-zeneral’s jer; 
tet outlined the severe implications, 
of the involvement in both potiticy! 
and judiciary wark. - | 

If Tzaban’s motion is accepted: 
the issue will be debated new week 
in the Knesset. ” 

Finances of MKs 
Knesset members wil have to ie 

veal their financial statements if thi 
proposal of Yossi Sarid ((Ἱ izens 
Rights Movements) und Sheva 
Weiss (Alignment) at the Knesset’s 
subcommittce for MK’s work condi. 
tions is accepted. ᾽ 

They demanded that MKs Take 
financial disclosure statements toes. 
able public scrutiny and superusign! 
over those members who are jn, 
volved in private business in addition 
to their parliamentan activity. ὁ 
They also suggested that MKs give 

up their medical benefits (free! 
medical treatment in addition [Ὁ] 
their health fund membership}. - | 

ter and told him everything wa 
quiet. However, a short time later 
there was a burst of fire. with most 
it coming from the refugee camps! 
Three soldiers were killed, and m 
than 100 wounded.” 

Barr asked Sharon why οπὶν thre 
Phalangists were killed in the opera 
tion as opposed to hundreds 
Palestinians, if in fact there we 
heavily armed PLO fighters in the 
cam) 

Sharon said, "We do not know i 
sure that there were three [Phalar, 
ists} killed. That is the number. 
halangists gave us. We never, 

SOSUTANE rept τὸς το τοι 
Communications Μίπίβιε 

another -- especially in a court is 
another country. " 

15th and the allotments must be paid 
into parents’ bank accounts an the 
20th, as they were vesterday. 

The following are the allowances) 
for November: one child, 185.03 
two. 1$11.260; three. 1$22.520; fou. 
143,630; five, IS61.930. 

Ina related matter, intense objec; 
tion to the Treasury's plan to cato 
age pensions was voiced yesterd) 
by the Tel Aviv-Jaffa Laboar C 
cil, which pledged to uphold 
rights of whom it called “the weal 
link of the working public.” 

The co-chairman of the Tel Avi 
Pensioners Assuciation, Hat! 
Meiri and Avraham Segat. cisime 
that 1S20 billion have accumulatedi 
the National Insurance Institute J 
fund. which is designed to provide 
immediate help for thousands & 
elderly and others who cannot cart 
for themselves. But this vast sum ¥ 
standing untapped, they said. calling 
on the government to use it for 04 
purpose it was intended. 

osed cuts in his ministry's budge! 354 
in National Insurance Institute ἅ 
wances. 

In other package deal devel 
ments, a price freeze summary ™ 
court fined a half a πὶ 
shekels for overchargingon noodle 
and trade union leaders warned ἢν 
would wreck the wage-price-free=™ 
their demand for ἃ four-perc 
‘wage supplement is rejected. 

Elsewhere on the economic {r0? 
the authorities are planning ¥2)54 
cracking down on the undergrau™ 
economy. One aspect of this 1 
check on the activities of compa 

- doing business abroad. The Kae® 
Interior Committee discussed ™ 
Prospects of battling the black = 
ket in currency. 

be made to the New Israel Fund. 
lerusalem 91041 rn 
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| Friction between Meridor, Aridor ‘impeded Med-Dead canal’ 
way decisions had been made in the planning 

«1 energy minister (Yitzhak Moda’i, now finance 

+ committee meeting, complained that lack of coor- 
«ἢ dination between the two ministers over the years 
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, Committee submits plan to fight ‘underground capital’ 

‘Flat buyers would need approval of tax office 
By ROY ISACOWITZ told The Jerusalem Post the govern- 

Jerusalem Post Reporter ment is well aware of the problem of 
TEL AVIV. - Anyone starting a black capital — or undisclosed in- 
business or buying an apartment will 
have to be screened by the income 
tax authorities before receiving a 
Permit. All self-employed and busi- 

. Hess owners will have to file an 
.angual declaration of capital and 
assets, specifying acquisitions and 
the sources of their financing. 
These are two of the recom- 

mendations of a sub-committee of 
_ the National Economic Council, 
_ ‘Charged with drawing up a plan to 

tackle black capital. The proposals 
_ will be discussed by the council. 
comprising senior Treasury. Histad- 
Tut and Manufacturers Association 

_ Officials, next week. 
_ Government and Histadrut offi- 

cials expect the recommendations to 
be approved without much trouble. 
Economics Minister Gad Ya‘acobi 

come -- and said that he supports 
harsher penalties for offenders and 
increased “information gathering” 
by the tax authorities. 
The sub-committee's proposals 

were finally formulated on Monday 
night. after several weeks of opposi- 

sentatives who apparently objected 
to several clauses regarding the en- 
forcement of the tax laws. 

According to Histadrut repre- 
sentative Naftali Ben-Moshe, “two 
or three" items remain undecided, 
due to the opposition of the manu- 
facturers, and will be discussed again 
by the council. 

The proposals do not deal with 
so-called “gray capital,” income 
which is exempted from taxation by 
the Taxation in Conditions of Infla- 

By AARON SITTNER 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

Strained personal relations between the former 

+ minister) and the former finance minister (Yoram 
Aridor), were behind the lack of coordination 
between the two government ministries on the 
controversial Mediterranean-Dead Sea Canal 
project, the present Energy Minister Moshe Shah- 
al told a Knesset committee yesterday. 
The coolness between the two men had become 

So marked that when the Energy Ministry spon- 
sored an operational seminar on Med-Dead and 
invited the Treasury to send its top mea, only a 
few minor staff members were sent. 

Faced earlier this month with a critical special 
report on the project by State Comptroller Yit- 
zhak Tunik, Shahal.asked State Contro! Commit- 
tee chairman David Libai to convene a meeting so 
that he (Shahal) could clear the air over some of 
the questions raised by the comptroller. 

In his report, Tunik, who attended yesterday's 

late next month. 

costly venture. 

tion by the manufacturers’ Tepre-_ 

was a violation of the cabinet’s mandate. 
In addition, Tunik found fault with the decision- 

making process at the Med-Dead Company, a 
state corporation established to plan the $1.5 
billion project. So far. the company has spent 
$15m. on scores of surveys and studies, and its 
final feasibility report will be presented to Shahal 

ShahaJ told the MKs that he will pass that report 
on to the cabinet because he does not wish to 
decide himself on a go-ahead for such a vast and 

Ifthe cabinet should decide to scrap Med-Dead. 
he said, “my ministry will fold up the plans in an 
orderly fashion, put them away in a drawer. and’ 
remain prepared to re-activate the project if and 
when the government changes its mind.~ 

Without being too specific about his own feel- 
ings on Med-Dead, Shahal told the committee 
that “‘it is customary that a new minister entering 
office should adopt an objective view of the 
unfinished business left behind by his predecessor 
and. if possible, support his projects.” 

On the State Comptroller's criticism about the 

AID REQUEST 
(Continued from Page One) 

always been the case — Israeli offi- 
cials coming in with a huge request 
that is eventually trimmed by the 
administration. 

Once the administration's foreign 
aid programme is proposed to Con- 
gress early next year, it can be mod- 
ified, upwards or downwards. 
Assistance to Israel] traditionally has 
been increased during the lengthy 
legislative review process. 

But Israeli officials said they 
would prefer to win a significant 
increase from the administration 
‘without the need to encourage its 
supporters on Capitol Hill to initiate 
further improvements. eae 

The Washington Post yesterday 
reported that the administration was 
expected to act favourably on most 
of the Saudi and Jordanian arims 
requests, including advanced jets, 
tanks, air transports and various 
kinds of ground-to-air missiles and 
air-launched missiles. 

Israeli officials yesterday said they 

had not sought any increases in the 
overall structure of the Israel De- 
fence Forces—only modernization of 
out-dated systems, That means, for 
example, replacing older Skyhawks 
with newer F-16s. 

The two teams of Israeli officials 
who reviewed all these problems 
with the Americans were led respec- 
tively by Finance Ministry Director- 
Geveral Emmanuel Sharon and De- 
fence Ministry Director-General 
Menahem Merecn. 

Vice Prime Minister Yitzhak Sha- 
mir is expected to continue the dis- 
cussions in December when he com- 
es to the U.S. to receive an honorary 
doctorate from, Yeshiva University 
in New York. Shultz is to receive the 
same honour at that ceremony and 
the two men are αἱ to meet in 
either Washington or New York 
around that time to discuss substan- 
tive matters, including aid levels. 
The Reagan administration must 

make its foreign aid proposals to 
Congress in January. 

Olmert heads anti-alcoholism league 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

Knesset Member Ehud Olmert 
yesterday replaced MK Jacques 
Amir as head of the National League 
to Prevent Alcoholism in a short 
ceremony at the alcoholic rehabilita- 
tion hostel in Ramat Gan. Amir held 
the post for two years. 

On the same occasion, P’nina 
Eldar. head of the Labour and Social 
Affairs Ministry's alcoholic rehabi- 
litation programme introduced the 
new National Committee of Re- 
formed Alcoholics. The committee 
this week will petition the health and 

(Continsed from Page One) 
frustration on the part of generally 
hard-working men and women or 
the rogues, the policemen who 
didn’t belong in the first place -- 
police sociologists describe Israel as 
“a fractured society, in which there 
are few norms of behaviour common 
to aif.” 

According to this view, just as 
᾿ς Israeli society is comprised of dozens 
lof different value systems deriving 

from ethnic, religious, national and 
cultural differences. so is the police 
force a mosaic of a similar society. 

“A young man from the United 
States reacts to a policeman dif- 
ferently from an elderly woman from 
the Soviet Union, a middle-aged 

man from Morocco or a third- 

generation sabra brought up in one 

of the slum quarters of Jerusalem.” 

said one source. 
Yet another matter are attitudes 

a 
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02-634830. 

The Lurie Family in the USA 
and the New Israel Fund 

announce the 

Ted Lurie Press Prize 

for Press Writing on US Jewry 

to be awarded for the best item of 

Press, Radio or TV Reporting in 1984 

_ The prize will be presented at ἃ meeting, honouring the 

- memory of Ted Lurie, to take place in Jerusalem. 

‘ Panel of Judges: former Justice Haim Cohn, Walter 

Eytan, Geoffrey Wigoder, Yosef Lapid,’ and Gideon. 

: Nominations should be submitted by January 15, 1985, to 

The New Israel Fund, P.O.B. 4156, Jerusalem 91 041, Tel. 

social affairs ministers not to let 
economic difficulties interfere with 
the continuation of the programme, 
They will stress the money that can 
be saved by rehabilitating a father, 
as opposed to supporting his chil- 
dren if he is untreated for afcohol- 
ism. 

Eldar said that not only has alco- 
holism increased in the last few years 
in Israel, but the average age of the 
alcoholic has dropped by 10 years. 
The average person applying for 
treatment is 40 years old but has 
been drinking heavily for 18 to 20 
years, she said. 

tion Law. However, there is general 
recognition in the government that 
the law will have to be changed. 
Ya'acobi said that it allows large 
“companies “virtually to escape taxa- 
tion,” and should be replaced by a 
tummover tax or some other form of 
direct taxation. 

The recommendations can be 
roughly divided into three catagor- 
jes: increased burden on taxpayers 
to make more information available 
to tax authorities, stricter penalties 
for tax evaders. and widened powers 
for the income tax authorities. The 
chief obstacle to implementation is 
the cost of adding manpower to the 
tax and judicial authorities. 

If the proposals are approved by 
the council and implemented. public 
bodies and corporations will be for- 
bidden to conduct business with con- 
cerns that do not keep books. 

Med-Dead steering committee which included 
non-niinistry experts, and 
What is more, since all work by the Med-Dead 

Company has been on planning rather than on 

_ | AACT sets up 
national 
consumer body 

Bills of lading specifying source eieninie μι 

and destination will have to be filed | 7, Za oe prgrhaale ai 

for all goods transported in Israel. | and Canadians in Israel has estab- 
Agricultural produce. which is’ | iched a national consumer commit- 
already under the supervision of the | tee and appointed Elaine Kopp as its 
various agricultural councils. will | chairman. The Jerusalem Post 
come under the supervision of the | learned yesterday. Kopp. a former 
tax authorities as well. and bills of | ΔΑ (Ἱ national president. works and 
lading will have to be filed. lives in the northern border town of 
Money owed to the income tax | nea-aiot. ; 

authorities will be linked daily tothe | “The new committee has declared 
consumer price index. Specialist 
teams will be established. consisting 
Of representatives of all the tax 
bodies, to deal with specific prob- 
lems. Supervision of banks -- and 
specifically bank clerks - will be 
tightened. 

Finally. special courts will be 
established to deal with tax and 
currency offences. Minimum sent- 
ences will be set and the option of 
on-the-spot fines will be offered to 
those charged with lesser offences. 

January as “consumer awareness 

month.” during which it will sponsor 
events for the English-speaking pub- 
lic as well as its own members. 
Kopp promises that the AACI 

consumer committee will cooperate 
with other local consumer groups 
and will try to avoid duplication of 
effort. 

The AACI consumer committee 
will have sub-committees in each of 
its five geographic regions. some of 
which are already active. 

Hlistadrut to περ. 
absorb Ethiopian Jews 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
The Histadrut has decided to open 

μοῖβοὲ yesterday 25 | k 
ita ice man a radar trap y as part of a one-weel 

piceseet to enforce traffic laws in the Israel Defence Forces. In the 

first days of the ion, 1,000 drivers were stopped, 300 received 

summonses and Σά vehicles were impounded. : (Herzl Kunsari) 

Tourism chief: Local councils 

should close unsafe hotels 
stages, Shaha! pointed out that all decisions had 

L a 

been based on the advice of Tahal, the national | a coordinated campaign of its aftili- By HAIM SHAPIRO a specific aera oe ete ar Tpiacing 
water planning authority: a sub-committee of the | ates to help in the absorption of Jerusalem Post Reporter groups at hotels whi 

grade constitutes a breach of con- 

tract. . 
The Hote! Association has 

claimed that the fire-prevention re- 
quirements are too stringent, since 

Tourism Ministry Director- 
General Rafael Farber: said . this 
week that the local couricils are 
being tax in their jobs when they fail 
to close hotels that have not met” 

Ethiopian immigrants. This was 
announced during a visit of 100 
Ethiopian olim to Histadrut head- 
quarters in Tel Aviv yesterday. : 

Yitzhak Batka‘i, head of the His- 

foreign consultants. 

building the canal, there had been no need for t t r , ἐ : 

direct cabinet approval for each and every move. | tadrut’s absorption department. told fire-prevention requirements. eiey call for aosralling piel 

Committee member Haim Ramon (Alignment) | the new immigrants that acoordinat- Speaking to The lem Post’ mente ποτα aati a het ench 

said identifying the Med-Dead project closely } ing committee would be set upcom- | afer a ministry ca >aign in which pad might agen Hoa ae deer 

with Israel Bonds had violated the spirit of the | prising representatives of Na‘amat, | pine hotels in Eilat .d Netan: yalost Aeon τς σον δ but ie edded 

Shcharansky’s wife to ask 
U.S. to find out where he is 

By JUDY SIEGEL 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

Avital Shcharansky is to leave for 
Washington and New York on Sun- 
day, in ἃ near-desperate attempt to 
get U.S. officials to help obtain in- 
formation about her husband, Pris- 
oner of Zion Anatoly Shcharansky, 
who has reportedly “disappeared” 
since a move from prison to a labour 
camp. 

A group of Saviet Jewry activists 
in Jerusalem told The Jerusalem.Post 
that no.word has-been received from 
Shcharansky since September. 5, On 
that day, he’ wrote a letter to his 
T?-year-old peared apa ste ex- 
pressing worry about his impendin, 
transfer from Chistopol Prison, 
where he has served for over seven 
years, to a labour camp in the Ural 
Mountains, 5 
He said he didn’t know if he had 

the strength to carry his only posses- 
sions — 10 books — along with him, 
due to physical weakness. Shchar- 
ansky’s left side has been weak and 
caused him considerable pain due to 
fack of treatment during a hanger 
strike in prison. 

He was moved out of the prison on 
October 22, but when Milgrom went 
to see him at the camp after the 
transfer, there was no sign of him. 
She contacted the interior minister 
and the director of the prisons and 
labour camps and no one would 
provide any information. 

The Jerusalem activists fear that 
Shebaransky’s disa ice was 
ordered by top Soviet officials. He 
was convicted of “spying” for the 

THERES A LIMIT 
towards coercive interrogation 
methods, which may bring quick 
results, but sometimes backfire on 
the interrogators. 

“Let me tell you a story,” a veter- 
an investigator said. 

“A few years ago there was a 
particularly vicious gang rape. We 
were sure that we had the culprits. 
The girl gave us identification. But 
legally we needed something in addi- 
tion to the girl's testimony. The 
three guys were in the lockup and 
having a wonderful time making fun 
of us and the girl. 

“Two of the investigators decided 
that they had enough. One night 
they took the suspects to a Mosiem 
graveyard far from the city. They 
made the ringleader kneel next to a 
grave and pulled out a gun. “You'll 
confess, or else.’ one of the investi- 

eI 

gators said. The sus was shaking 
of course. But he aaa he'd show 
off for his friends. So the investigator 
pulled the trigger, right next to the 
‘suspect’s ear. 

“Well, the suspect confessed 
everything. He wasn't touched, he 
wasn't hurt — except for his pride. he 
confessed and so did everybody else 
in the gang. They were convicted. 
“Three years later. one of the 

rapists toid the story of what hap- 
pened that night in the graveyard. 
Once the story was known, the two 
investigators got thrown off the 
force. And the rapists went free.” 

Things like that are rare. But 
much more common are “good cop- 
bad cop” interrogation methods. in 
which one of the officers does use 
force or threaten to use force in 
order to scare the suspect into then 
confessing to a much more gentle 
questioner. “Is that coercion. ts that 
illegal, is it immorai?™ asked the 
veteran investigator. 

He then went on to describe what 
he called a “hypothetical situation.” 
though from the way he said it. it was 
possible that such things took place. 

“What if there's a suspect. an 
Arab, whom we believe may have 
planted a bomb someplace. Do you 
think we'd hesitate to beat the hell 
out of him if we felt that that's whatit 
would take to find that bomb?" 

Said another investigator: “Usual- 
ly it's a slap to ἃ particulariy nasty 
Punk or an elbow in the gut of a 
Particularly rotten customer.” He 
recalled accused muitiple murderer 
Avner Kol’s remand last year before 
a magistrate judge in Jerusalem, 
Kol gee chained but that didn’t 

prevent him from lunging and spit- 
fing in the face of the ae, Ticking 
out at ἃ journalist and threatening to 
kill him, trying to smash his mana- 
cled arms on the head of a bystander 

partnership between Bonds and the state in that it 
tied bond sales to specific projects far into the 
future rather than to the wider aim of helping the 
Israel economy by financing the state’s develop- 
ment budget. 

Another committee member, Rafael Eitan 
(Tebiya) said the project should be carried 

Mediterranean-Dead Sea Canal, nothing big has 
been proposed so far.” 

the Histadrut religious department, 
the Amal! vocational training net- 
work, Kupat Holim Clalit and 
others. 
The need to help the Ethiopian 

Jews has become more critical, he 
said, because many are leaving their 

their star gradin and “recom- 
mended for touris. rating, mainly 
because they did not fulfil fire- 
prevention rules, Farber said that it 
is up to the Jocal councils to close the 
hotels if necessary. But he added 
that as a last resort, the tourism 

that many hotels built since the rules 
were put into force in 1980 also failed 
to comply with them. For such 
hotels, he said, there can be no 
compromise. 
The committee which was 

through “because we must have a national goal to | absorption centres and are settlingin | mins ἢ appointed to investigate the fire last 

inspire our younger generation, and besides the | apartments around the country. ase arbcsoeco my thay close them year a the Moriah Dead Sea Hotel 

The withdrawal of the ministry and report on the problem of hotel 
grade and recommendation is a se- 
Tious blow to many of the hotels, 
since tours to Israel usually promise 

fires in general, and the efficiency of 
sprinklers in hotels as a preventive 
measure in particular. 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
HAIFA. -- Police are seeking in- 
formation on a soldier who has been Dentures bring 15-day remand for murder suspect 
missing for three weeks. 

David Manos, 21, was last seen The resemblance between a setof have conducted laboratory tests, 
U.S. in 1978 and sentenced to 13 | after leaving his Mount Carmel base | dentures and teeth marks found on they said, that show that with time 

years in prison and labour camp. with two friends. He went with them | the body of Masha Efrati, the Jeru- - fingerprints change and ultimately 
Mrs. Shcharansky, who has made [10 the soldiers’ hitchhiking spot near | salem woman found stabbed to fade. ὃ 
contacts with the highest levels inthe | the central bus station where δε tried { death in her apartment last month, One of the fingerprints was found 
U.S. government, hopes to meet | to get ἃ ride to his home in Petah } was cited by a Jerusalem Magis- on a door jamb and the police say 
with senior officials and ask them to | Tikva. ‘ trate’s Court judge yesterday as jus- that ἃ painter has testified to having 
pressure the Soviets for information Manos was on a study course prior | tification for remanding the suspect painted all the jambs in the flat 
on her husband's whereabouts. to being demobilized in two months. | in the case for a further 15 days.’ . daring the summer, (Itim) 

In other developments, a Soviet | He is described as 1.7 metres tall, | . Shmuel Brooks, 62, of Kiryat 
prosecutor on Monday called for a {With brown eyes and short brown {| Yam, near Haifa, has been held : : 
sentence of three years in a labour | hair.’ Persons with information are | since November 4 on suspicion of CRAXI. -- Italy’s Prime Minister 

camp for Prisoner of Zion Ya'acov | asked to contact their local police | killing Efrati, a 62-year-old nurse Bettino Craxi left for home yester- 
Levin, the Public Council for Soviet 9 station. ore ce atts ee day after a bers Man ee 
lewry here reported’ yesterday. ; SAT ida  ΞΞΕΞΕΞΕ . POT GE Whey sand, talks it Saude, Acabian 

Levin was arrested in August .om | LOTTO:.-iTh' last sight’ “Eotto'f. perhs “fm reatendes a leadprship, on, gw. the;-Eeropeay 
‘charges of failing to confess to a'| draw, the numbers won: | told thé judge that they could dis- nomic Community could help 
crime, and is now on trial in Odessa. -} 40, 30, 19, 9, 5 and 2. The additional | Prove Brook’s claim that he bad not push. through a Middle East peace 

In the court session Monday, two | Sumber is 33. i - visited Efrati in eight months. They settlement. | 

wituesses testified against Levin, — 

seniecdesomecenatianes (Geller stum iter — and himself i i: Bt a — 
namber of times. The judge said a |. ps compu: 
new investigation against Levin may By YITZHAK OKED tors, half of them journalists. “T.couldn't believe m when 
be necessary, on charges of siander- Thea he slightly garbled a disc used the words ‘disc failure” blinked at 
ing the Soviet state. for demonstration purposes which me,” Geller’s challenger stated. 

shows a running elephant. By sheer 
concentration and repetition in Heb- 
τεῦ of “change the content of the 
tape,” he garbled another disc. 

. _ Then came the challenge from: 
Mardor, who admitted he was a 
sceptic. Mardor explained that the 
system Stored in the disc works for 

“I've never seen the programme 
state that. Everything on the disc 
was garbled, not erased, but gar- 
bled. The main operating filing of 
this programme became non- 
operational.” 

_ Ian Forbes of England, intema- 
tional manager of Columbia, plans 

Another Odessa aliya activist, 
Ya‘acov Mash, was arrested on 
October 16 on charges of refusing to 
cooperate with investigators and tes- 
tify against Levin. Mash’s wife has 
submitted a statement to the pro- 
secutor saying he received the sum- 
mons to testify after the date on 

computer. 

The challenge to garble the sys- 
tem, which was stored in 2 floppy which he was supposed torestify. the | disc, was issued by Avraham Mar-, weeks non-stop without any failure. [2 “ake the floppy disc back to Eng- gta wry τες | dor, ein oa of Tsratel, 2 Getler took the discand putitona effort to find out how Geller, didit. pa oe Koor diary. table, tooked at it, concentrated on it A shocked Geller told The Jeru- = i ) reported that Geller warmed up to the task by for about two minutes, and then put salem Post that he does not know Prisouer of Zion Shimon Shnirman | bendinga spoon forthe more than 30 _it back on the machine. os os how he did it -- but do it. he did. 

will be lengthened. Shnirman was 

Geecyaaniaakborang. Το LEARNING ENGLISH 
τ 

. δ, ᾿ τ δ ἢ δ; 

who happened to be in the corridor CAN BE FUN?! 

near the courtroom. To restrain him, 
two police officers had to use sub- 
Stanual force as they removed him 
from the scene. Later. of course. 
Kol's attorney complained about 
police brutality and indeed for two 
weeks, as the police took evidence 
from eye-witnesses. those two 
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[STUDENT POST| or 
Meeeribed i yon waa Pr ΗΝ m 8 Post. ἢ 7 ᾿ 

The qere ttinest ot tolence ΞΈΞΕ the English language youth magazines . 
does serve the purpose. Some coun- Published by The Jerusalem Post 
tries have special units of policemen, ν ϊ Student Post and Ney. There! are edited by 5 

Minkowich. former Jerusalem Post Ehucsean πρῶ 
who have established reputations for 4 j Ὗς 

ὰ Correspondent. and watten largely by Post staffers. 
being tough. Sometimes, their mere 
Presence is enough to quiet things 
down. 

In Israel. the Tel Aviv Central 
Unit is known for being tough - one 
officer in National Police Headquar- 
ters has called them “the gorilla 
squad™ -- and the Border Police once 
had 2 similar reputation. But since 
clashes with the Black Panthers in 
the mid-Seventies, some restraint 
has been imposed on the elite unit. 

Fiaally, policemen in the field who 
witness the violence point out there 
is the “basic fact that we live 
in a society in which breaking the law 
- whether it’s cheating on income 
tax, running red lights, or bullying ἃ 
neighbour's own bully kid -- hes 
become more normative than 

os 

Read about current political and social issues, the latest in™ 
music, sports, fashion and much more. And it's all written 
in English — a language that will soon feel a: 
85 an old pair of blue jeans. δ saree 

FIT INTO. STUDENT POST AND HEY, THERE! scribe today to Student Post There (graces 7-9) and ger nine issues Ἔα: Ὁ 12) oF Hey, ᾿ ser ΒΟΟΣ 1985) for only 1S 3,125. Just fill in the coupon below sony rite 4 fficer in National - along with your cheque payable to The. Jerusalem F Post: ae 
Police Hi “When people : . seeepscenener, Cocccuseuvwaseversnieeaseses seuesuaces 

Φ. 
“ερφοναπουδουοοθυαοαπάσα To: The Jerusalem Post, -P.0. B jerusal 

T n “P.O. Box 81, J fk Please send me the following magazina(s): es ee ᾿ NT POST οὐ (HEY, THERE! (for grades 10-12) 

don't respect the law they don’t 
Tespect the law officer. And when 
he's not respected, he often finds 
that he has πὸ recourse but to use 
force. The problem is that just as 

Weeedsedesecee 

there are different ways ay re- 
spond to a policeman, there are Now Ἢ accordance with price 

fee atone = rt tng 
them always display perfect judge- : sed is my chequ ΠΝ 
mae NAME (please print 3 (payable to The Jerusalem Post) for 1S . 

(Tomorrow ~ Police Minister ADDRESS ogo ets 
Haim Bar-Lev discusses Israelisocie- 
ty and violence by policemen.) 
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WORLD NEWS — 

Gandhi vs. Gandhi in Indian poll. [UK pickets hurl rocks 
at returning miners 

NEW DELHI (Reuter). -- Indian 
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi for- ἡ 
mally filed for re-election to the 
Indian Parliament yesterday in a 
constituency where his only declared 
opponent is his estranged sister-in- 
law, Maneka Gandhi. 

Gandhi filed his papers in the 
Amethi constituency of northern 
Uttar Pradesh state, where he holds 
the seat. Maneka Gandhi, who was 
married τὸ Rajiv's late brother San- 
jay, is also seeking election in the 
same constituency. 

Thousands of other candidates 

Mengele-hunters to visit 
By WALTER RUBY 

Jerusalem Post Correspondent 
NEW YORK. -- A delegation of 
activists in the fight to bring Nazi war 
criminals to justice announced Mon- 
day that they will travel to Paraguay 
jater this week in an effort to learn 
the whereabouts of Dr. Josef 
Mengele, the notorious “angel of 
death," who sent hundreds of 
thousands of Jews to their deaths in 
Auschwitz. 
Mengele received Paraguayan 

citizenship in 1959, but was stripped 
of it by Paraguayan authorities 
several years ago. He is known to 
have lived in that South American 
country for many years, but has not * 
been sighted in several years, lead- 
ing some [ὁ theorize that he may 
have slipped out of Paraguay. 

Participating in this delegation, 
” said to be the first to travel to 

Paraguay in search of Mengele, will 
be Menachem Rosensaft, chairman 
of the International Network of 
Children of Jewish Holocaust Survi- 
vors; Beate Klarsfeld, the veteran 
German Nazi hunter who played a 
key role in the extradition of Klaus 
Barbie from Bolivia to France; Eli- 
zabeth Holtzman, the district attor- 
ney of Brooklyn, who has prose- 
cuted a number of Nazi war crimin- 
als who had found a haven in the 

YES! NEW in Tel Aviv — a 
restaurant for the Orthodox 
diner that is GLATT KOSHER. 
Now under the supervision of 
a full time , you can 
enjoy excellent Chinese food 
and be 100% confident of the 
authenticity of the cuisine. 
Take away and home catering. 
TEN Li CHOW, 3 YORDEY 
HASIRA ST. (old port). 
Tel. 03-456852. Hours -- 
Sun.-noon tilt midnight. Sat. 
— from one hour after sunset. 

HOLIDAYS GIFTS e 
SUGGESTIONS 

Fortune Cookie Gift Box. Wok, 
Steamer, Spices, Sauces. 

A GIFT MEAL — for somgone 
special. Ready to eat, delicious 
authentic CHINESE FOOD, 
DIM SUM, VEGETARIAN 
specialties. 4 
54 Ibn Gabirol; Tel. 267822. 
Sun.-Thur. 9-9 Fri. 9-4. 

“The Arkia Express” from Ben- 
Gurion to Eilat (30 mins) offers 
“low flying time — low cost,” 
with 2 specials: 
1 — Long weekend — Thur.- 
Sun.. incl 2 way flight + 3 
nights, with breakfast. 3 star 

hotel from $112, 4 star -- 
$132, 5 star $175. VAT not 
incl. 

2 — midweek — Sun.-Thur. 3 
nights, prices ag above. Fourth 
night — present from Arkia. 
Information: Arkia, Tel Aviv, 03- 
413223. Haifa. 04-643371: 
Jerusalem, 02-225888. 

FOR 
ISRAELIS 

_ ONLY 

filed nomination papers yesterday as 
the opposition began its campaign to 
wrest from the ruling Con- 
gress (Ὁ Party of Gandhi's assassin- 
ated mother Indira in national elec- 
tions on December 24. 

Candidates for 514 of the 544 seats 
in the lower house have until 
November 27 to file for the election. 
No elections are being held in the 
troubled states of Punjab and 
Assam. 

Speaking after he had filed his 
election papers, Gandhi said Con- 
gress (ἢ had fulfilled most of the 

U.S.; and Rene Valero, auxiliary 
bishop of the Catholic diocese of 
Brooklyn. 

According to Rosensaft, the four 
will meet with ’s ministers 
of justice and of the interior and the 
president of the Supreme Court dur- 
ing a planned four-day visit. Rosen- 
saft said the visit could be extended if 
the four find important new informa- 
tion on the whereabouts of Mengele. 
Rosensaft said that after he and - 

other Jewish activists held demon- 
strations outside the Paraguayan 
mission to the UN in New York last 
May, Paraguayan officials here 

to meet with them. After 
lengthy negotiations, the Para- 
guayans agreed to the delegation’s 
visit to Paraguay’s capital, Asux- 
cion. 

“The Paraguayan government has 
told us that they can neither confirm 
nor deny that he is in their country, 
but say if we can locate him, they will 
arrest him," Rosensaft said. 

Rosensaft said he does not have 
any great hopes that he will find 
Mengele during the visit to Para- 

guay, “But we do hope that our visit 
will put more pressure on the Para- 
guayans to arrest and extradite him if 
he is still in the country.” be said. 

Rosensaft cited recent reports of 
sightings of Mengele in a remote 

Precision Optical 
N-Y. LICENSED OPTICIAN 
Simon Greenstein offers: 
American-standard work and 
service. 
Modern examining and 
laboratory equipment. 
Ail work done on premises 
® EYEGLASSES — 24 hr. 

service in most cases. 
* CONTACT LENSES 
*® EYE EXAMINATIONS 

SPECIAL OFFER 
51% discount on lenses | 

25% discount on frames 

PRECISION OPTICAL, 162, Ibn 
Gabirol (corner Pinkas} T.A. 
Tel. 03-451357 

Restaurant 

LA COURONNE 
For a taste of ‘Old World’ ele- 
gance, Louis XVI decor and 
French Cuisine ‘par excellene,’ 
| suggest, LA COURONNE in 
the heart of Tel Aviv. This luxu- 
rious restaurant offers its dis- 
cerning patrons an evening of 
gourmet dining in an intimate 
atmosphere. Begin with ‘fruits 
of the sea’ delicately prepared 
and chilled champagne; feast 
on Canard AL’orange and sip a 
vintage wine; relax over 
Crepes Suzette. Private dining 
room upon request. Diners, 
Visa,’ American Express 
accepted. LA COURONNE, - 
22 Pinsker St, Tel Aviv. 
Tel. 03-299968. Open for 
tunch and dinner. Closed 
Saturdays, 

HOME 
Imagine the joy 

: of your family 
friends in the U.S/Canada 
when they receive a unique 
present from the Garden of 
Israel this coming winter. 
Special gift boxes of delicious 
Jaffa Oranges/Grapefruit — 
individually wrapped—can now 
be home delivered at the 
following rates: Oranges:, 

3210. box — 1.S, 20,350. ($ ex- 
change LS. 600). Orders & en-. 
quiries BEN EZER LTD. 
2 Lavontin St., T.A.66111 | 
Tel. 03-612927, 615738. ᾿ 

TEL AVIV AREA * GUIDE TO SHOPPING, 
RESTAURANTS AND SERVICES 

-the latest, WHAT'S WHAT in, 

208. bax — LS. 15,550 or 35ib. 
box —1.S_ 20,850 Grapefruit: © - 

* GILG] HAUSER — KALINA 

promises in its last election manifes- 
to 
The Opposition Hindu right-wing 

Bharatiya Janata Party meas 
cused Gandhi of exploiting his’ 
mother’s assassination by two Sikh 
bodyguards on October 31 for poli- 
tical purposes. ᾿ 

In a statement, the said 

Congress (I) was whipping up hys- 
teria over Gandhi's death to divert 
public attention from what it called 
the government's massive security 
failure in not preventing the assas- 
sination. : 

area near the Paraguayan-Bolivian 
border and said, “My guess is that 
Mengele is still in Paraguay. The last 
place he was seen was in Paraguay, 
and I want to follow that trail.” 

Rosensaft said that the delega- 
tion's visit will “at least make 
Mengele aware that we are trying to 
find him and that be cannot rest 
easy. If I can contribute to shorten- 
ing his life by a month or even a day, 
because of fa heart attack caused by] 
fear and apprehension that he will be 
caught, then this visit will have been 
worth while.” 

Rosensaft added, “This is not a 
matter of vengeance, but of justice. 
A man like Mengele, who sent 
400,000 Jews to their deaths in the 
gas chamber, including 150,000-. 
200.000 children, cannot be allowed 
to live out his days in freedom and 
‘with a sense of security.” 

[40 Years of Despair ~ an article 
on the victims of Mengele’s “re- 
search” on twins ~ is to appear in the 
magazine section this Friday:] 

AIRBASES..- The Soviet Union is 
building airfields at two areas in 
westem Afghanistan close to the 
Iranian and Pakistani borders, west- 
erm diplomats said in Islamabad 
yesterday. 

ΚΝ Bice teas 
To open the winter season, 
Solaroid has many surprises, 
special offers and ideas. Their 
beautiful roller blinds from 
Sweden are suitable for home 
or office, in fact wherever 
there’s a window; & they are 
attractive and practical. They 
diffuse harsh sunlight and at 
the same time provide a 
stunning decorative backdrop. 
Those for children’s rooms are 
especially delightful. Made 
from 100% cotton or linen, 
they are colour fast, steam and 
dirt resistant and so easy to 
clean, and they come in all 
sizes. Also, the latest in 
window fashion — Panels on 
rails. See their special display 
at the Building Centre in Ramat 
Aviv. Ἑ 

SOLAROID LTD., 282 | 
Dizengoff St., TA. 03-441178, 
Branches in Jerusalem, Haifa, 
Hadera, Netanya, arid 
Beersheba. ; 

RADIO DOCTOR 
The specialists for automatic 
telephone secretaries (sales, 
hiring and repairs), telephone 
security equipment against . 
bugging, and metal. 
detectors. They also offer an - 
electronic bug detection 
service. 18 Shalom Aleichem 
St. ΤΆ. 03-286444. - 

75,000 - 
‘75,000 pairs of eyes are reading 
these words throughout Israel. 
71% of all the above readers 
don’t read any other israeli daily 
Paper — so The Jerusalem Post 
is their only source of 

information. Doctors, lawyers. 
engineers, accountants,: 
diplomats, new immigrants — 
the average buying power of ‘ff’ 
these readers is much higher 
than that of any other daily 
newspaper. This column 
contains information and a 
guide to businesses, retail 
stores, restaurants and 
entertainment in the TEL AVIV 
area. For the advertiser, the - 
Column offers the opportunity to 
Meet the consumer and display © 
his/her service, : 
So, advertisers and readers — 
meet together every 
Wednesday in the BUYLINE for’ 

TEL AVIV. - ὦ 

Phone The Jerusalem Post, 
Tel Aviv, 03-294222, or. 
03-411773. ᾿ res 

‘Case of the c 
LONDON (Reuter). — A cleaner 
stole 

In 1977 Linda ‘Jean Loftin' went 
through a form of marriage: with 
Mary Fluornoy that was never legal- 

ἜΣ Wednesday, Nov 

return to work in Britain's eight- 

A Yorkshire edema bape 
spokesman said a win one 
the buses was broken, but no one 

flaming c 
roads and wrecked computer equip- 
ment at an industry research centre 

as the National Coal Board reported 
2,282 strikers returned to work 
around the country that day. 
The -coal board, a government 

agency, said more workers retursed 
to work yesterday than any day since 
the strike in the state-owned indus- 
try began March 12 over plans to 
close money-losing mines. The mine 
closures would eliminate 20,000 
jobs. οἶς 
᾿ Peter Walker, Energy Secretaryin 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's 
conservative government, told the 
House of Commons Monday: “If it 
‘were not for the mobs, the violence 
and the intimidation, I think the 
majority of miners would be back at 
work." τ 

But Arthur Scargill, fiery presi- 
dent of the mineworkers, denied at a 
strike rally at Walsall in the midlands 
Monday night that the strike is 
crombling. 

16 policemen killed in raid 

on Sri Lanka police station 
COLOMBO (Reuter). — At least 16 
policemen were killed when separat- 
ist guerrillas attacked a police station 
in Sri Lanka’s troubled northern 

A big explosion occurred and part 
of the roof of the building collapsed, 
they said. 

Yesterday’s attack caused the 
highest single death toll among 
security men. In July last year guer- 
rillas ambushed and killed 13 major- 

ity Sinhalese soldiers sparking ethnic: 
violence in which about 400 people, 
mainly Tamils. died. 

Police sources said yesterday ab- 
out 70 policemen were believed to 
have been in the police station dur- 
ing the attack. 
Army reinforcements were rushed 

from Jaffna, but one unit ‘could not 
Teach the police station because of 
tebel roadblocks, police said. A 
second army uuit got through de- 
Spite road mines set off by the guer- 
ailas, they said. . 

Chavakachcheri is one of the main 
police stations in the northern dis- 
trict, police said. ᾿ 

Mitterrand briefed on Chad 
PARIS (Reuter). -- French Defence 
Minister Charles Hernu briefed 
President Francois Mitterrand 
yesterday on his 48-hour visit to 
Chad amid new criticism of France's 
failure to ensare Libya fulfilled an 
agreement to withdraw its troops 
from Chad. : τὰ 

French officials declined immedi- 
ate comment on the meeting, held 
against a background of uncertainty 
over France’s position since Mitter- 
rand admitted last Friday that up to 
1,000 ey troops were still in 

‘The Libyan presence violated vio) a 

joint under which France 
and Libya had pledged to pull out 

Hernu 
of talks with:-President Hisseve..: 

‘| Habre pone in N’Djaména, ‘tlie 

Hernu refused 
France was about to send 

Chad. 

‘The workers say Italy’s taxation 
τῇ is unfair because it hits em- 

workers, who, have income 

dred French soidiers stationed in-the 
neighbouring Central African Re- 
public could reach N"Djamena in a 
matter of hours. ᾿ ' 
The French press yesterday in- 

creased its attacks on Mitterrand. 
The left-wing daily Le Matin. 

which usually supports the Socialist 
administration, devoted its entire 
front page to Chad with the head- 
line: “Explain yourself, Mr. Presi- 
dent.” 
The paper asked why Mitterrand 

mét Libyan leader Muammar Gad- 
dafi Jast week in Crete even though 
τις Libyan pullout was not com- 
plete. , 

δ΄ French ‘press, quoting in- 
formed sources, said Paris had de- 
manded that the pullout be finished 
by midnight last night. - 
According to official figures, 

France has a total of 1,700 troops 
Stationed in central Africa -- 1,100 in 
the Central African Republic and 
the rest in Gabon. They are backed 
by Jaguar and Mirage fighter planes. 

Millions of Italians to strike today 
ing evasion by self-employed traders 
and businessmen, who are taxed on 
their income declarations.. 

One of the country’s three main. 
union confederations, the UIL pub- 
lished figures yesterday claiming 
that on average employers paid less 
tax than their employees. 

Today's strike is also in protest 
against a decision by the private 
employers’ association, Confindus- 
tria, t0 pay only half the automatic 
cost-of-living wage increase claimed 
by workers on the basis of official 
inflation figures. . 

almost. everything except the 
kitchen sink from a 50-room hotel 
where she worked, pillaging en 
equipment to start a new hotel —and 
πὸ one noticed. 
‘The story of a maid with magpie 

habits was told in court Monday 
wheu 48-year-old Maria Unsworth 
Pleaded guilty to stealing property 

OAKLAND, Califomia (Reuter). -- 
Awon i ian lover 

srecieetins ec ἔτωγ. he aigin 66 soe 

EC deadlock unbroken in Spain entry talks 
BRUSSELS (Reuter). — Spain's bid 
to join the Common Market in-a 
year’s time appeared blocked yestez- 
day when European Community 
foreign ministers failed to break " 
their deadlock on what terms to offer 

Diplomats said the ministers, 

paner who cleaned out a hotel 
“Over four years, the court heard. 

she spirited away five crysta) chande- 
liers, 236 sheets, 180 pillow cases, 
426 towels, 27 kilos of butter, 60 
ashtrays, 283 toilet rolls, 350 knives, 
forks and spoons, 13 coffee percola-" 
tors, 10 kettles, a folding bed and 
one lavatoryseat. =~ . 

She was caught only when two 
- workmates saw herdumping a bag of 
stolen goods in an incinerator. Police . 
found the other loot neatly stacked 

. and unused at ber home. 

Lesbian wins right to visit child she ‘fathered’ 
ly recognized: According to Loftin’s 
lawyer, Flourney was artificially in- | 
seminated with sperm donated by 
Loftin’s brother and a daughter. 
named Sparkle was born, The cou- - 
ple later separated. 
Floumoy. Σ 

dren by a heterosexual marriage, 
argued that visits by Loftin would 
disrupt Sparkle’s life. : 

on two other vital issues — for how 
long after should they exclude 

, who also has two chil- *, 

cutry 
the huge Spanish fishing fleet from - 
commninity waters, and how to curb 
surplus wine production before the - 

; market is flooded. with cheaper could delay the January 1, 1986 entry 

τ of Spain‘and Portugal as officials Spanish wine.  . te : 
One senior. negotiator described, 

the talks as very slow and the time 
. Pressure as tremendous. a 

Diplomats said there appeared lit-- 
tle likelibood of a breakthrough that - 
would lead to community agreement. 
on these issues before negotiations . 

. formally next week.’ 
"with Spain and Portugal resumed" 

It now seemed. uiiavoidable that: 

“NEWS 
IN BRIEF A Navon for Beta, 

Animal activists admit 

hoax over poison sweets 

LONDON (Reuter). τ British 

imal-rights activists said Monday 

oe to have injected hun- 

dreds of chocolate bars with rat 

poison, causing ἃ nationwide scare. 

was a hoax. 

Ronald Lee, founder of the self- 

styled Anima! Liberation Front. 
said 

on television: “None of the Mars 

bars in the shops were ever injected 
a son,” 

with Mars chocolate bars. billed as 

Britain's favourite sweet, were re- 

moved for tests after the group 

claimed at the weekend it had is- 

jected hundreds of them in five 

cities. 

Former Libyan embassy 

in UK damaged by fire 
LONDON (AP). - A fire yesterday 

seriously damaged three floors of the 
former Libyan Embassy. scene ofa 

10-day siege last April following the 

killing οὗ" ἃ London policewoman 

during a protest against Libyan lead- 
er Muammar Gaddafi. ; 

The blaze in the closed. padlocked 
70-room mansion on St. James's 
“Square. was extinguished after just 
over an hour. a London fire brigade 
spokesman said. No one was hurt. 
The spokesman, said an investiga- 

tion was under way into the cause of 
the fire, but added: ‘The brigade 
does not consider this to be suspi- 
cious in any way.” 

93 Nato missiles are now 
deployed in Europe 
BRUSSELS (AP). - Nato's military 
command yesterday revised upward 
to 93 its official count of U.S.-made 
cruise and Pershing 2 nuclear mis- 
siles now ready for use in three West 
European countries. 

The alliance has pledged to deploy 
464 cruise and 108 Pershing 2 mis- 
siles by 1988 to counter what it calls a 
growing and modernized arsenal of 
Soviet medium-range nuclear mis- 
siles aimed at the West. 

The first new Nato missiles were 
installed last December in Britain 
and West Germany. 

Arson is now a major cause 
of Japanese fires 
TOKYO (AP). — Arson replaced 
tobacco smoking as the leading 
cause of fires last year for the first 
time in Japan, a government report 
said vesterday. 
The report did not give reasons for 

the τὰς cases, but a spokesman τι 
‘the Fire Defence Ag ‘said the 
most touinaa east wa 

thrill-seeking, mental derange- 
ment and plots to collect insurance 
money. 
The report, released by the Home 

Affairs Ministry, said arson, includ- 
ing suspected arson, accounted for 
13 per cent of 59,740 fires in 1983 and 
smoking accounted for 12.3 per cent. 

Singapore cracks down 
on illegal foreigners 
SINGAPORE (Reuter). - The Sing 
apore parliament yesterday passed a 
bill prescribing tough new penalties, 
including mandatory jail terms and 
caning, for foreigners entering ille- 
gally or overstaying for Jong period. 
Home Affairs Minister Chua Sian 

Chin told parliament the measures 
were necessary because foreigners 
had been increasingly flouting Singa- 
pore's immigration laws and com- 
mitting various crimes in recent 
years. 

Spain alarmed over 
‘army accidents 

‘| MADRID (Renter). — The death 
-rate in Spain's apparently accident- 
prone arnty is causing alarm. 
The high casualty list has pro- 

voked a question in parliament and a 
series of top-level orders to units 
reminding commanders of the need 
to drive home basic safety rules. 

Official figures show that in the 
. army fast year there were 91.998 

accidents during active service in 
which 96 soldiers lost their lives. 
Twenty-three were killed by 
firearms or explosives, and another 
136 were badly injured. 

It is the number of men killed 
mishandling their own weapons and 
munitions — more than 90 deaths in 
the last four years -- that has given 
rise to the greatest concem. 
One recent order from the army 

general’ staff complained that 
firearms were being used as if they 
were simple toys. 
Amy officers say one of the more 

worrying aspects is that most firearm 
accidents occur in the barracks and 
not during exercises or training. 

divisions over Spanish membership 
would be referred to the group's 
Dublin summit, due to open on 
December 3, they added. 

Failure to agree at the summit 

reckou a year is needed for par- 
liamentary ratification and other leg- 
al processes. 

. ‘There are fewer problems i 
parallel negotiations with Lees 
and diplomats said that if the talks 
sea remained blocked the 
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eg. ἐπὶ ἐν. } Israel v. Rumania. 
* | ment'or a grudge, followed inorder..f 

ὦ Taiwan, are in Israel's qualifying 

POLS 

By YARON RENAN 
The most talked about sieg__. 

Israeli football at present hae Bin 
10-vear-old Jerusalem bay by Be 
Jerusalem. ᾿ 

His name is what has agitateg 
only sports but also politicat alts 
nae. Erez Navon, sof of the fon 
president and present Deputy Prime | 
os Yitzhak Navon, has y 
coopted to the prestigious ἢ 
club's children’s team. ἴω. 
To be eligible to joina junior sid 

a youngster requires the #ritten toy 
sent of his parent and Betar offie: 
have proudly displayed the ἢ 
showing the ¢ducation Minisies’ 
consent that his boy play for Beta : 
Navon has himself not coq, 

mented publicly on his action bur, 
son stepped gamely to his father, 
side saving there were no 
for mixing politics with sport.“ 
Jerusalem is not a political Party, | 
love playing for them because ] love 
the soccer there.” Erez said. 

Several columnists have. howey. 
er, been critical of the education . 
toinister for allowing a member of 
his family to be so openly identifieg 
with “the opposing camp.” 

One of the most vociferous critics | 
of the Likud on the political firma. 
ment CRM Knesset Member Yor } 
Sarid acknowledged that his son of 
the same age played for a Maccabj | 
rather than a Hapoel club but that he | 
(Sarid) was loyal to his son's club | 
rather than retaining his traditional: ' 
support for Hapoel. But he added “] 
would draw the line at Betar. That . 
would be going too far.” 
Amatzia Lefkowitz, once | 

Hapoel Jerusalem coach. com-' 
mented sadly after the first Likud . 
election victory in 1977 that had the 
Hapoel sports organization devoted . 
as much effort to nurturing commit- 
ment to their clubs in disadvantaged‘ 
suburbs and towns as Betar did there 
might not have been so great a swing 
away from Labour on election day. ' 

Since then Lefkowitz has himself , 
coached Betar Tel Aviv while many | 
professional players swap alle- | 
giances freely. In the Fifties or Six- . 
ties a transfer from = 
Hapoel club or vice versa was vir- 
tually anthinkable. 

But still there are those who be- 
lieve it is not simply a matter of 
football divorced from politics. Ther 
recall how fervently two of Betar’, 
foremost stars Uri Malmillian and 
Eli Ohana spoke aut in the Likud's 
party politica) broadcasts before the 
last election. Certainly. in Mahane 
Yehuda market. as I dare say, in 
many other parts of the county 
support for Betar and the Likud is 
synonymous. 

By PAUL KOHN 
Post Reporter ΄ 

TEL AVIV. -- Israel have only 
beaten Rumania once before in the 
eight soccer matches between the 
two sides but the national ΧΙ is 
keyed up to double that win record 
in this afternoon's friendly intern 
tional at Petah Tikva. Kick offisat? 
p.m. . 

Coach Yossi Miromowitch will have the ln- 

injury daring Israci’s last match {3 3-0 dred 
fae by Northern Irelazd in Belfast) are no" 

The Rustanians were duc here iste inst 
Already here is England national 

soccer boss Bobby Robson who 
wants to gain a first-hand view of the 
Rumanians who are in the same 
World Cup qualifying group as Evg-- 
land. On arriving bere Robson said 
he reckons that Australia will be 
Israel's toughest nut to crack if they 
are to advance to the World Cup 
finals themselves. He has followed 
both Australia and New 
during ἃ recent series of matches 
they played in Britain. The two 
Oceania countries. together with 

section. 

Swiss first target 

of Israel’s hoopsters 
By DON GOULD 

Post Basketball Reporter 
ae pag — Undaunted rofl 

y night's sii agai 
Tel Aviv, Isac'snatonal basket 
team flew off yesterday in 
spirits to Geneva for tomorrow 
Right's preliminary round world a7 
game against Switzerland. 

a 

Although disappointed tat δὲ 
had earl ἃ to allow poi 
guard Mottie Aroesti to take 
bréather and remain bebind (AR™ 



OF ALL the aftershocks from Presi- dem Reagan's landslide Te-election, none troubles the reeling opposition Democrats more thana growing split between blacks and whites in U.S. 
politics, 

Voting trends from the November 
6 ballot, now being analysed by party 

ers in search of new strategy, 
show that white flight from the 
Democratic ranks reached stampede 
levels. 

Whites, who cast over 80 per cent 
ὶ of the votes, supported conservative 
Republican Reagan over liberal 
Democrat Walter Mondale by 63-37 
per cent, according to ABC New 
surveys. 

Low 

Blacks, stirred by the Rev. Jesse: 
Jackson's batile cry of “our time has 
tome.” stood by the Democrats. 

Mondale prevailed by 89-11 per 
cent among blacks, who were only 10 
per cent of the electorate and who 
view Re overwhelmingly as a 
tich white man's president. 

In the South, once a Democratic 
bastion, where a majority of black 
Americans live but where white con- 
servatism runs strong, the split was 
even starker: President Reagan took 
71 per cent of the white vote, Mon- 
dale 90 per cent of the black. 

Asked whether all this shows U.S. 
politics has become racially pola- 

sirized, Democratic Party chairman 
‘Charles Manatt said: “Τῆς potential 
is certainly there.” 

“I think the message on the part of 
our campaign did not get across to 
white working voters, not only in the 

* South but in the North, as far as 
economic development and jobs,” 
he said. 3 

From the opposite racial perspec- 
tive, Eddie Williams, president of a 

Bitter racial legacy _ 
of Reagan victory) ===. 

By DAVID NAGY / Washington 

black research group, the Joint Cen- 
tre for Political Studies, commented: 
“This election has put into sharp 
relief the real racial polarization of 
the electorate...blacks feel isolated 
and besieged by the callousness if 
not the outright racism that has sur- 
faced of late.” 

Party sources say black-white teo- 
sions will be a central dilemma as 
Democratic leaders begin a debate 
over bow to reshape their party's 
image for the 1986 congressional and 
1988 presidential elections. 
“One side says we need ‘new 

ideas’ to meet changing economic 
Tealities and project an attractive 
vision of the future. The other says 
we don’t need new ideas, just ‘new 
leaders.” said one top Democrat 
who asked not to be named. 

“The probiem in reconciling these 
views is, how do you meet black 
needs and still reach out to white 
middle-America?™ 
SOME PARTY officials say the 
Democrats sacrificed too many 
white votes by trying to mollify black 
rights leader Jackson. 

Jackson sought the nomination as 
the first black to seek a major party’s 
presidential nomination and then 

Jesse Jackson... demanding. 
(Millman) 

“made a long list of demands for 
reform in return for supporting his 
party's ticket. 

Southern Democratic leaders say 
the party went too far in complying 
and sent the wrong signal to con- 
servatives already wormed that their 
party was preoccupied with liberal 
causes. 

Black voter enrolment and turn- 
out did improve over 1980, but this 
was offset by defections among 
white Democrats and by an avalan- . 
che of new Southern white voters 
brought out by such fundamentalist 
groups as the Moral Majority. - 

While Jackson often boasted that 
Reagan's narrow 1980 victory mar- 
gins in many southern states could be 
erased by enrolling new black vo- 
ters, the president in fact swept ev- 
ery one of those states by much 
wider margins this year. 
He also won easily in northern 

industrial states Where Jackson had 
galvanized the black vote during the 
primaries. 

Blacks bridle at talk that Jackson 
was to blame for the debacle and that 
ἃ political recovery may require 
weakening of traditional party stress 
on black civil and economic rights. 
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“Rather than citing Jackson's 
campaign...we should realize that in 
recent years there has developed a 
climate in which racial polarization 
can flourish.” said Eddie Williams. . 
Thomas Cavanagh. a polling 

analyst for the Joint Centre for Poli- Ὶ 

the movement of whites away from 
the Democrats... 

These included the- president's 
achievement of economic prosperity 
for the middle-class and wealthy:'‘the 
relative unpopularity of Mondale 
compared to Reagan; and the inclu- 
sion of Geraldine Ferraro. on the 
Democratic ticket, a move that 
alienated many conservative males. 

Blacks in any case emerged from. 
the election with little to show for 
their solid support for the Demo- 
crats. 

Their representation on 
Hill will decline by one, from 21 to 
20..when the new Congress convenes 
in January. 

Their gains in state legi: 
were zero — 372 of the thousands of 
seats before the November 6 ballot. 
372 after it. aa: 
Many blacks. including Jesse 

Jackson. feel their political future 
still lies within a reformed Democra- 
tic Party. Others. like Williams, say 
it may be time for blacks to negotiate 
with the Republicans as well. 

“As one-tenth of the electorate, 
blacks must recognize the strategic 

“importance of well-constructed 
coalitions,” Williams said. “Indeed, 
they may find they have to take the 
initiative in developing political 
negotiations with both major parties 
and at all levels of government.” 

(Reuter News Service} 

FRIEDRICH KARL FLICK, tag- 
ged as the “Paymaster of the Repub- 
lic” in a growing West German gov- 
ernment pay-off scandal, was once 
known as a billionaire industrialist 
who preferred privacy to publicity. 

£, Today Flick, which is also the 
fame of the country’s largest private 
holding company, is virtually a 
household name in West Germany. 

Until the scandal first broke in 
1981. Flick, who spends most of his 
time at an estate outside Munich, 
had managed to avoid publicity. He 
lived in a privileged world of higt 
finance and secluded villas. 

His company does not disclose 
details about his private life, the 
source of vonsiderable speculation in 
the West German media. Beyond 
the fact that he has been divorced 
twice and has two daughters, hardly 
anything is known about him, 

His personal wealth has never 
been officially revealed, but the 
West German illustrated magazine 
Nes recently estimated the fortune 
at the equivalent of $2 billion, put- 

SUPE ICH nls tad αι 
The label “Paymaster of the Re- 

public™ was used in a Spiege! aews- 
magazine cover story last month de- 
tailing big business pay-offs to Bonn 
politicians. The scandal broke when 

‘ prosecutors raided the company's 
Bonn office and found lists of dona- 
tions to top politicians. 

FLICK FLAK | 
By DAVID MINTHORW Frankfort 

LAST WEEK, Chancellor Helmut 
Kohi appeared before a pariiamen- 
tary committee investigating the 
pay-offs and acknowledged that he 
had accepted three envelopes con- 
taining $52,000 from Flick repre- 
sentatives in the 1970s when he was 
leader of the opposition. Kohl in- 
sisted there was nothing illegal about 
his acting as a conduit for secret 
political donations to his party. 

Under West German law, political 
contributions by corporations are 
not illegal, if given openly and not 
intended to induce undue influence. 
The investigation has provided no 

conclusive evidence directly linki 
Flick bimself with illegal activities. 

Flick, physically frail and soft- 

ances before the Bonn committee 
that“is ptobirig’ thé coacern's’ sys- 
tematic pay-offs to politicians and 
political parties. 

Flick testified that company em- 
ployees provided “financial aid” to 
various West German political 
groups for many years, but that he 

ting hin a tog of Eames, pokes. merged vials, ur 

did not directly “involve myself” 
with the donations. 
He claimed he was unaware of any 

alleged bribes paid by company ex- 
ecutives to obtain a $283 million tax 
exemption on the sale of Flick’s 
Daimler-Benz automotive stock in 
the 1970s. 

The exemption on the sale of the 
29 per cent stake in the Mercedes 
factory for $633 million was claimed 
because Flick invested the profits 
overseas in the U.S. chemical giant 
W.R. Grace and Co. 

The government last year revoked 
the tax break im the wake of the 
revelations, claiming the decision 
was made on the basis of wrong 

‘mer ‘economics: ministers’ Habs 
Friderichs and Otto Lambsdorff, 
who have been charged with taking 
bribes to approve the tax break. 

Flick said he met twice with 
former finance minister Hans Apel 
during the 1970s, but they did not 

discuss the company’s request for a 
tax break on the Daimler-Benz stock 
sale. 

“It was not my manner to force a 
minister who was my guest to discuss 
company business,” Flick told the 
committee. 

More background on the Flick 
case is likely to be revealed in Janu- 
ary when Friderichs and Lambsdorff 
go on trial. Flick's former top mana- 
ger has been with giving the 
bribes that allegedly led to the tax 
break, All three have denied any 
wrongdoing. 

“THE FLICK NAME was controver- 
sial long before it was linked to the 
i ing scandal that has 

+i tuaitin 
it buying 

Friedrich F. Flick, the company 
founder, bankrojjed Adolf Hitler in 
the 1930s and served a jail term 
imposed by the Nuremberg War 
Crimes Tribunal for economic 
crimes during the Third Reich. 

“I was of the opinion necessarily 
that a political insurance would not 
do me any ham,” the older Flick 
testified of his donations to Hitler. 

Released after three years, Flick 
senior found he had lost some 75 per 
cent of his property. But within 20 
years, he managed to rebuild his 
holdings. : 

Flick junior took control in 1972, 
following the death of his father, An 
older brother, Otto-Ernst, was 
forced out of the company in the 
1960s during a family squabble, 

Under its new boss, the company | 
tly never wavered from the 

old policy of staying friendly with 
politicians by making generous 
" tious” across the party spec- 
trum. 

According to West German media 
reports, the Flick concem distri- 
buted up to $18.3 million to the 
major parties in"1969-82. Only the 
anti-establishment Greens were not 
on the receiving end. ᾿ 
ἘΕΕΝ sprawling empire ρον not 

woduce aitything on its own. Its onl! 
qudiness is owning enterprises 3: 

tions. ᾿ 
* The concern holds majority in- 
terests in more than 60 anies 
with reported world revenues of 
nearly $3.3 billion last year and a 
workforce of 42,500 people. 

{The Associated Press) 

NOT EVEN radio newscasts are 
allowed to disturb the illusion of 
peace pervading Lebanon's premier 
hotel, a fortress-like building beside 
devastated slums and mititia check- 
points. 

With its back to a city plagued by 
almost daily bombings. kidnappings 
and gunfire, West Beirut’s Summer- 
land Hotel looks onto a sea ruffled 

4 pnly by speedboats and the pink and 
"yellow sails of windsurfers. 

Radios are banned because 
Beirut’s many partisan stations 
“sometimes carry news which is full 
of rumours that might excite guests 
who are here to enjoy themselves,” 
says general manager Khaled Saab. 

For the mainly-Moslem, well- 
heeled West Beirut social set. Sum- 
mmerland is not only synonymous 
with unabashed respite, but also a 
symbol of dogged determination to 
enjoy life whatever suffering the 
country’s political turmoil may have 
caused. 

Forced to close after Israel's 1982 
invasion and hit by 365 shells -- 
mostly from Israeli gunboats. during 
the siege of Beirut that followed — 
Fre hotel has always been in the red, 

Peace at a price 
By ΤΟΙ͂Ν KOHUT / Beirut 

Saab says, Since the hotel opened in 
1978, the Summerland has never had 
more than 30 per cent occupancy 
because of continued fighting. 

Since Beirut residents tend to stay 
close to home for fear of harassment 
at sectarian militia checkpoints on 
country roads, much of West 
Beirat’s weekend relaxation takes 
place at the hotel. 

On Saturdays, the Mecano Disco 
buzzes till 4 a.m., and hundreds of 
sun-worshippers sport designer 
swimwear around four pools. The 
glitter at a fashion show in the 
mirror-covered ballroom comes as 
much from the aldience as from the 
catwalk. 

“It's a contact place. If you stay in 
the hotel for a week in the summer, 
you'll meet all the people you want 
to see in Beirut,” Saab says. 

But on weekdays, this complex of 

Were as American as 

Turkey and Pumpkin Pie 
and we're throwing a great Thanksgiving party to prove it 

on THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22nd. 

PANT UONNLOOLOND Gs 01005 
This year celebrate Thanksgiving in style with us. The 

superb traditional dinner is available any time trom 

12 p.m. until Jate evening. And from 7.30 p.m. there's real 

American music with the well-known TAVERNERS. Just 

Ψ 
the right sort of old time American ambience for you. 

restaurants, bars and luxury shops 
falls silent, as Beirut goes back to 
work and the foreign tourists the 
owners have always hoped for con- 
tinue to stay away, unconvinced that 
peace has come to Lebanon. 

Heavily subsidised by its private 
owners. the hotel lost 1.5 million 
Lebanese pounds ($200,000) 2 

_ Month in the first half of 1984. Even 
this summer, with no major battles 
in Beirut, only 15 per cent of the 
Tooms were filled. 

“Since we opened we haven't had _ 
peace, though we always felt war was 
coming to an end,” Saab says. 

IN THE summer of 1982, the Israelis 
fired rockets and shells at Summer- 
land, believing it was harbouring 
terrorist units, which the hotel de- 

SHE SITS alone in a smoke-filled 
Paris cafe. The bold sign of her table 
reads “Come, let’s bave a chat.” 

Within minutes, Lily Szenasi is 
surrounded by six hesitant but intri- 
gued passersby, eager to discuss the 
Merits of her invention — the con- 
versation table. 

Szenasi is neither a social worker 
. Gor a psychologist. She is ἃ smiling. 
gray-haired lady of 60, and she does 
the work of both. For the past four 
years. she has travelled throughout 
Europe promoting “conversation 
comers” — designated areas in parks 
and beaches, airports and cafes 
where strangers can strike up a con- 
versation. 

“The idea is ἃ simple one, but it 
has tremendous psychological and 
Sconontic implications,” said Szena- 
Si during a recent imterview. “I'm 
sure health services all over the 
world could save a lot of money if 
Li tea ley 

“How many people, of all ages 
Social classes, stay at home watching, 
television because they don't want 
to go out alone,” she said. “Con- 
versation tables make people feel 
thar they are not excluded.” 

Conversation spots have already 
caught on in Belgium, Switzerland 
and Sweden. Szenasi says that an 
aristocrat and a cleaning woman are 

nied. The damage cost 44 million 
Lebanese pounds ($6m.) to repair. 

With its own power generators, 
Summerland was able to provide 
other hotels with meat from its own 
large stocks. The hotel was ready to 
reopen by New Year's Day 1983 with 
new additions, including two pools, 
a pizzeria and ἃ casino. 

But its troubles were not over. 
“After the invasion came curfews. 

then the mountain war last year 
(between Druse militiamen on one 
side and Christian militias and the 
army on the other}. On July 20, 
1983, a car bomb went off in front of 
the hotel,” Saab recalls. The bomb 

Chit-chat revolution 
By MARILYN AUGUST / Paris 

regulars at a conversation table she 
set up in Brussels, where she makes 
ber home. 

Last summer, crowded conversa- 
tion benches in downtown Stock- 
holm made front page news. A Swiss 
newspaper editorialized: “Mrs. Sze- 
nasi is as deserving of a communica- 
tions prize as the inventor of the 
satellite.” 

Szenasi’s idea has already found 
supporters in the French capital. “I 
was told the French are so cold, but 
vow I am convinced that people are 
the same everywhere...I am coming 
back in January to set up a conversa- 
doa comer at a Paris theatre.” 

Hungarian-born Szenasi barely 
escaped deportation by the Nazis 
during World War II. She speaks six 

. languages fluently and worked as an 
tuterpreter before devoting herself 
full-time to communication. Her 
father died in a concentration camp, 
and she says she has always been - 
concerned by human suffering. “I 
have always asked myself what I can 
do to make the world a little better.” 

SHE RECEFVES no outside fund- 
ing and says she is content to stay 

- bringing people together in a friend- 

killed six employees and caused con- 
siderable damage, but the hotel, 
closed again, reopened a week Jater 
under tighter security. 

Cars are not allowed to pass a gate 
well away from the hotel. Bags are 
checked at the gate by one of the 
hotel's 42 security guards and guests 
board a mini-bus for the journey to 
the lobby entrance. 
Maintainmg Summerland's aloof- 

ness from the daily cares of civil war 
requires talents not demanded of 
hoteliers in other countries. “It takes 
the skills of a diplomat,” says Saab. 

“Everything depends on good 
public relations with all factions in 
the area,” he says, pointing out that 
the area around Summerland is free 
of the political posters that caver 
buildings in the rest of West Beirut. 

Asked why the hotel continues to 
Operate despite all its woes, Saab . 
says: ‘When the owners conceived 
this hotel, they thought it would be 
successful because Lebanon is a 
country known for its services. . 

“We're now waiting for the good 
days...we need nothing more than 
peace to succeed. : (Reuter) 

with friends and live on her modest 
income. ὦ : : 

“I don’t have money for my pro- 
ject, becavse I don’t need money to 
get conversation spots goiug. They 
are free. The hard part is petting 
people to realize that it’s not ἃ crime, 
it's not madness to want to com- 
municate with people they don't 

“It just takes a minimum οὗ. 
courage,” she says. “People have a 
fantastic potential for friendliness, 
but they bave been socialized not to 
talk to strangers.” : 

Szenasij does not like to be called ἃ 
philanthropist. “I'm not giving any- 
thing to anyone,” she insists. “Com- 
munication is reciprocal - people are. 
giving something to each other. 
Words are so precious.” - 

She encourages people at her con- 
versation corners to avoid potential- 
ly divisive issues such as religion, 

politics and personal prying. Sub- 
jects like movies, books, recipes and 
“small talk” are more conducive to 

ly way — and avoiding a potential 
platform for spectal inferest groups, 
according to her philosophy. : 

“There are enough things that 
‘people have in common, so why 
focus on those things that tend to 
pull them apart?” (Associated Press) 

Sandie 

Russia and for her two adult chil- 

μ Mik Base 

Svetlana Alliluyeva...a troubled homecoming. (Camera Press) 

Svetlana’s return 
By CHARLES BREMNER / Moscow 

DIPLOMATS BELIEVE her re- 
turn noust have stirred mixed feelings 
for’ the present Soviet leadership. 
which took the highty unusual step of 
restoring her citizenship and confer- 
ring it on ber 13-year-old daughter, 
Olga, born of her brief American 

STALIN’S DAUGHTER, the 
Soviet Union’s most celebrated de- 
fector, has revealed more about the 
personal tragedy of an exile than 
about the merits of the great rival 
political systems. . 

When Svetlana Alliluyeva 
appeared before the media in Mos- 
-cow on Friday after ber dramatic 
return from the- West, the scene was 
set for her to deliver a dramatic 
denunciation of the Western world. 

A handful of Western reporters 
had been invited by the Soviet . 
Foreign Ministry to hear Alflihryeva, - 
now a 58-year-old ‘grandmother, 
account for her 17 years in America 
and England. 

Stalin's only surviving child was 
expected to follow the example of 
other repentant homecomers and 
catalogue the misery of capitalist 
life. A senior Soviet journalist, Oleg 
Bitov, had done it just a month 
earlier. . 

As expected, she opened by read- 
ing a statement: “Having found my- 

as oot for fx one glo Gay.c1 was ποῖ one st ΤᾺ 
became a favourite pet of the Cla” 
she said, talking quietly in Russian. 

WHAT EMERGED from 80 mi- 

On the one hand, it represented a 
major da coup for a state 
which holds that a decision to leave 
for the West amounts to high 
treason, a crime that is punishable by 
death. Allilayeva’s departure and 
the attacks on her homeland in her 
published memoirs had enraged and 
“embarrassed the'Krerolin. 

On the other band, her return 
stirred memories of a period largely 
expunged from the official memory 
and rarely referred to in public ex- 
cept in the context of World War II. 

“I think they’ were pleased to 
welcome back one of their own. But 
she hasn't really made good prop- 
aganda,” said one Western Kremlin- 
watcher. “Her past has too many 
ghosts, ber tale is too personal." 

.At the press conference, when 
Alliloyeva said she would never 
again talk to foreign reporters, she 
was closing a chapter that began with 
her spectacular arrival’ at New 
ae Kennedy Airport in April 

“vadiant“and beaming,” ‘chaimiog, 

world of official So was μνεία superstar;treatment: She 
* Describi as “returning bantered with. reporters in fluent 

like the igal son of the Bible,” English, and was wined and dined by 

Alliluyeva gave an insight into her the famous. 
But as the years went by she 

Tetreated, and in rare interviews 
spoke mainly of her disiltusionment 
and loneliness. - 

IN HER LAST interview, given to 
the London Observer in March, a 
year after she moved to England, she 
said she had found little to choose 
between the East and West. 

“Yes, the fact that the USSR is a 
totalitarian regime makes a big dif- 
ference...But you almost have a 
totalitarian regime in America, 
too,” she said. “Sometimes I don't 
care what the regime is. I jast want to 
gee my grandchildren.” 

Last Friday, she stood by that 
interview, adding that a woman’s 
inner life and family were more 
important than politics. 

- “From now on, am going tolive a 
quiet private life...Let us leave each 
other in peace after this meeting,” 
she said. 

suffering and the Russian exile's 
ata nal longing for the mother- 
lan : : 

She had yearned, she said, for 

dren. Moreover, she had been tor- 
mented by guilt and had failed, to 
find the quiet life among writers and 
artists thatshe hadsought. ~ 

“Thé sense of profound guilt has 
never left me during all those years, 
no matter bow hard I tried to live like 
the other Americans,” she said. 

Even the'state news agency Tass, 

ipti 
difficalt life behind ber.” 

. For both Soviet and Western jour- 
nalists, it was moving and strange to 
hear the testimony of the woman 
who for many older Russians is still 
associated with the worst days of Stalinism. ἡ : 

A U.S. newspaper said of her at Diplomats said they thought that 
the time of her defection: “She was the state would grant her wish for a Lone eee quiet life. 

(Reuter News Service) 
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$5 million subsidiary of Cyclone 

Carcom aircraft assemblies 
plant opens in Carmiel — 

chairman of Cyclone, low-weight, By MACABEE DEAN Β , : 
Jerusalem Post.Reporter high-strength composite materials 

CARMIEL..- Carcom is a high- re becomming ἴδε sinesat οἰαϊε παῖ οἱ 

technology. fact hich di the future. At present, some five per 

Scie: panele'and: scliesively cent of the body of a Boeing 767 is composite panels and adhesively 
bonded assemblies for aircraft, in- 
cluding U.S. fighters such as the F-16 
and civilian planes, such as Boeing 
passenger liners. The plant was for- 
mally dedicated here yesterday after 
completing its running-in period. 

Some $5 million was invested in 
building and equipping the 3,750 
square metre factory, which is a 
subsidiary of Cyclone Aviation Pro- 
ductions. Cyclone itself is a subsidi- 

_ ary of Εἰ Lavud, of Petah Tikva. 
Cyclone shares are traded on the Tel 
Aviv Stock Exchange and those of 
Etz Lavud on the New York market. 

Carcom (the name is derived from 

made of composite materials, and 15 
per cent of the F-16. Beechcraft and 
Sikorsky are making complete air- 
planes and helicopters from compo- 
site materials. It was such materials 
which made the British Harrier 
(which was used in the Falkland 
Islands War) so successful. 

. Yaron also noted that Carcom, 
like Cyclone. would provide jabs for 
highly skilled engineers and techni- 
cians in the north. Cyclone at pre- 
sent employs 500 persons. Although 
Carcom only employs 30 peopie, 17 
of them are engineers or technicians, 
and the number employed at Car- 

ar, 

The director-general of the Industry Ministry, Yehoshua Forer, 
(centre) cuts the ribbon opening the new Carcom factory yesterday, as 
Carmiel Mayor Baruch Wanger (in white jackét) looks on. At the far 
left is Moshe Harel, the head of Cyclone and Carcom, while board 
repeal David Kremerman (in light jacket) and Haim Yaron are at 
the right. : : 

Carmiel Composite Industry) wil “The pn already bas rm orders Ξ 
use graphite epoxy Γι . 

slate το reduce parts for airplane (79 Per cent from abroad) for goods | NY now costliest place for offices .. 
valued at $5m., and since production 

assemblies. The finished product is more than in the City of London. 

Peres replies to _ 
professor critics 

pene AVITEMKIN 
. Post Economic Reporter By JOSHUA BRILLIANT Prime Minister Peres this week hit post Aviation Reporter 

back at the Tel Aviv University 
economists who earlier this month 
predicted that the economic package 
deal would cause disaster. 

Peres wrote a letter to the group, 
accusing therh of causing “*demora- 
lization" and criticizing them for 
making their views public without 
talking to him first. : 

TEL AVIV. = A study commis- 

sioned by Transport Minister Haim 

Corfu recommends that the Maof 

charter airline be liquidated and that 

the government help establish a new 

airline in its stead. ie 

Maof’s debts are too high and it is 

unlikely that with such a burden it 

could succeed against the very tough 

The group called for a $2.2 billion ition. Ramon Harel said in 

cut in governtvent expenditure πίε bis 18-page report. Harel, a former 

out a package deal. director-general of the Transport 

Peres wrote such a cut wouldhave | yeinictry and later of the Israel Air- 
pushed inflation to between 30 and | Hors Authority. presented his re- 
oe cal monthly for six to eight | Dorr to the minister on Monday. It 

“Tp ie ᾿ ‘was released to the esterday. 

Icis doubtfal whether the system He estimated that the privately 
could have stood up to such levels of 
inflation,” Peres wrote. “We are 
aware of the dangers regarding a 
price explosion once the package 
deal is over, and therefore we are 
cutting the budget.” he concluded. 

owned company’s debts total $16 

million. Its assets, including three 

planes, offices and computers, are 

worth no more than $3m. to $4m. 
The company’s losses resulted 

from several mistakes, Harel said. 

Maof did not have enough capital to 
begin with. so management was : Ἂ is estimated at $2m. a year, this will | | QNDON (Reuter). - New York's : «5 

cue εν and lelter ensure Sat the Dien eet at ἥκω fashionable beret greahas over. Tokyo is the third most expensive | New oil tanker joins preocespied with trying ia raise 
: Ἶ capacity for at least the next few | taken London's financial district as citytodo businessin. ᾿ . - money and paid excessively for it. 

_According to Moshe Harel. head years, ; the world’s most expensive place to The cheapest of 23 cities surveyed merchant marine While Maof took in $78m. during 
ofboth Cyclone and Carcom, the use Industry Minister Ariel Sharon. | pave an office, according to a new is Brussels, where one square foot By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER its three years of operations. it spent 
of composite materials is soaring. who was supposed to dedicate the survey of property costs. costs only £7.6 ($9.50), or $102 per Jerusalem Post Reporter $87m. This over-ran of expenses was 
While some 500 ton willbe produced plant, sent his personal regards from Property consultants Richard Ellis square metre. ἐν HAIFA. - Anaimost new 13.500 το | partly a result of an attempt to build 
in the U.S. alone. in 1984/85, more Hosgkong, running a close | oil tanker bas joined the Israel mer- | a managerial and marketing infra- New York, noting: “Believe me, [ estimate that it costs nearly £57 ($71. 

would rather be in the Carcom plant mts that i comes πιραεῖν 77 (571) a year to rent and run a square foot production will rise to 2,250 tons by 

wae of office space in midtown New York in Carmiel with you, than in a New 
second to London only three years 
ago, has fallen to the middle of the 

structure which was too big for the 

company. 
chant marine under a charter deal 
between the Electric Corporation 

: According to Haim Yaron, board = York courtroom.” ($764 per square metre). This is £2 table because of political uncertainty | and the Ofer Brothers and Marico As the economic situation 

($2.50), or $27 per square metre according to the consultants. 1 shipping companies. worsened, the number of Maof pas- 
gts : The two companies acquired the | sengers dropped by 14 per cent. Low 

‘Sale of the century’ 
of UK Telecom shares 
LONDON. (Reuter) — The British 8] national papers. 
government yesterday invited mil- Investors must send in their bids 
fions of small investors to take a by November 28, and they will find 

No pressure for exemption from price freeze 
Yehoshua Forer, director general 

of the Ministry of Indastry and 
‘Trade, said yesterday that there was 
“no heavy pressure” from manufac- 
tuters to have the ministry approve 
exceptions to the price freeze for 

stake in the national telephone com- out soon afterwards how many | their products. mining date” of the price freeze. - 
pany in what bas been billed as the shares they have been allotted. Forer, who toured Haifa shops, — Last week, the Package Deal 
share sale of the century. Telecom has already reported un- | added that planning has already be- Follow-Up Committee exempted 

precedented interest in the issue, 
which was heralded by an intensive 
advertising campaign, and stock 
market sources said it may well be 
heavily oversubscribed. 

Investors have been enticed by 
offers of money off their telephone 

gun at the ministry on a gradual 
thawing of prices beginning Febru- 
ary 1, 1985, when the freeze ends. 
A spokesman for the Federation 

Just over half of British Telecom, 
the world’s fourth-biggest telecom- 
munications firm, is being sold into 
private hands in the most ambitious 
phase of the Conservative Govern- 
ment's effort to “roll back the fron- 
tiers of state ownership” by selling 

firm, non-negotiable price. 

44 per cent drop in taxes paid by companies: _ 

of Contractors and Builders told The: 
Jerusalem Post yesterday that there 
are still 218 new flats throughout the 
country whose prices are frozen and 
which are on sale at the prices 
quoted on November 2, the “deter- 

housing from the freeze, except for 
units which were offered for immedi- 
ate occupancy on November 2, at a 

fares resulting from the stiff com- 
petition further hit Maof. Its fares 
for 1984 were 5 to 7 per cent lower 
than in 1983. Had they been equal to 
last year's, Maof's income would 
have been $1.5m. higher. 

Hare! said he thought Israel 
should have a charter company. 
partly because it would prompt ΕἸ Al 
to keep on improving its service, and 
also because Maof's aggressive and 
modern marketing methods would 

ship, the Mulberry Queen now re- 
named the Orit, from her Japanese | 
owners. The tanker was immediately 
chartered to the Electric Corpora- 
tion, which needs it to carry fuel oils 
from the Haifa and Ashdod refiner- 
ies and its power stations. . 
The Orit, which is one year old, 

will replace a 20-year old vessel the 
tion had been using.-She will 

be manned by the old ship's crew of 
22 and will sail under the Israeli-flag. 
The charter is for three years. with 
ions for nine more years, guaran- 

voniag the ship enough work to make 
the acquisition worthwhile. 

ISION ISLAMIC LOAN. ~The Islamic De- 
velopment Bank is providing Moroc- 

EDUCATIONAL: off parts of state-owned concerns. bills or free bonus shares after three co with a $20 million loan to finan 

Valued at £3.9 billion ($4.87b.). years. They will also have two years By AVI TEMKIN fell by 16.5 per cent over the same | the purchase of crude of | | 8:25 School Broadcasts 15.00 Surprise 
the share issue is the largest the ᾿ to pay for their shares, the initial Income-tax revenue from com- period. Ρ Ξ ‘Train 15.20 Don Quixote (part 9) 16.00 
world has seen. About three billion downpayment. being only 40 per | panies fell 44 per cent in the first six MKs Yair Tzaban (Mapam)- and Ree am 1928 Gatcting the =. 
shares are on offer at £1.30 ($1.62).. cent. : months of the fiscal year, compared Haim Ramon (Labour) called for WHAT'S ON y ing - live magazine a 
Major financial institutions at home Some of the new shares are being | with thesame periodayearago. This ypdating tax brackets monthly. CHILDREN": 
and abroad are taking up mostofthe offered on stock marketsin the U.S., | emerges from a document presented according to the full increase in the Notices in this feature are charged at l pond 
shares, but 36 per cent bas been set Japan and Canada, and the opposi- | to the Knesset Finance Committee cost-of-living index. Tzaban's prop- 1$2415 per line including VAT. Inser- 18.30News Se reams: 
aside for the public, reflecting a tion Labour Party warned yesterday | by the State Revenue Administra- sal was voted down, but Ramon's | OM every day of the month costs 18.32 Situation 
government wish to widen share of the possibility of a major share | tion on Monday. will come up for consideration this 546 300 per ling including VAT, per 18.45 Inventions and Innovations 
ownership. swoop by foreign interests. Tacome-tax revenue from workers week.  eccle oe ire Ceizen and Suate 

Yesterday morning 1.3 million The present record for the world’s | fell 5 per cent from April to Septem- HEBREW PROGRAMMES resume at 
_ homes received application forms by biggest share issue, is held by the | ber, compared with the same period, 20.00 with a news roundup 
mail, while.3.7 million forms became American Telephone & .Telegraph | in,1983, though ‘the average tax level 20.02 Dinka - documentary about the 
available at banks and‘past-offices. (ATT) company, with a $1.37b. | rose from 29 to 33.5 per cent. τς too ter = bi-weekly science and tech- 
The ptospectus was printed in sever- Offer in NewYork in 1971. "Revenue from thé’ gelf einployed’ thology cagazine 
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ν᾽ i Evening at Ticho 
House, “As a Broken Vessel” (guests include 
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Volce of Music 

6.02 Musical Clock 
7.07 Mendelssohn: Athalia overture 

Atzmon); Handel: Concerto. The 
wasn’t French ( clai q 
Warm jokes aboul che pean claim of a sort. . (9) ' Magen David Adom ν᾽ phy ite i : 2 emergency phone nom- 5 7.) Telemann: Suite in A minor; Men- 
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vp closely (4) Herod's Gare, 282058. Bat Yam “585555 Κιῖγναϊ Shmona "44334 ‘ ; . i: Suite No.3 Ane et Danse Anti- 

mething to chew over at a | 5 Product of a great school t Tel Aviv: Lev Hair, 69 Ehad Heam, 613862. Beersheba 7833: Naliariya “923333 Tel Aviv i 2 
bemparty? (4) Giscover in digs (13) Kupat Holim Meuhedet, 15 Sprinzak. 265200 Carmic! “988555 Netanya "23333 _ . 9.30 Handel: Concerto (so, 

18 Look in the eye ol’ πε] 6Weapon presenting an un- Netanya: 36 Weizmann 23639. Dan Region “781111 . Petab Tikva "9251111 MUSEUMS σ΄ ᾿ 2 Foss); Mendelssohn srepuony No.3 
single, amorously inclined] usual risk (4) Haifa: Yavne, 7 Ibn Sina 672288. Eats 72303 Rehovot “51338 | Tal Aviv Museum: Extibitioss: Design for Cones Ne τ στῇ Brake: Piano 

14S aroun a μερον «| Toomews ES ESO | I ΕΝ ὐμθετς τὺ τυ ἘΞ. Ἢ = cy tor Tv iod. i it ἢ . by 
ΤΊ Firm friend, full of fire, but| 8 Material for a dimioutive DU HOSPITALS Holon 803133 ‘Tiberias "901}} ξέρα. Catiechons - Chaat Tho τοῦ 18h ee Sommer, $0, Campanciisy 

᾿ = ἥ Hermann horn — Rosetti: kindly withal (15 
19 Thanet Tocation’ ἐδ κὸν point- 

the wrong way to find ‘in the area around the clock. 
101 Emergency phone number in most areas. Jerwsalem: Shaare Zeek (pediatrics), Hadas- 
* Mobile Imensive Care Uni (MICUY served 

ing 
antelope (5, 8) lest he shows ‘torso off sah E.R. (i (8, 3, 5) . -K. (internal, gynecology, surgery, 4 ince 

21 Large oumbe: 3 ~ | ophthalmol ; Rape Crisis Centre (24 hours). for help call Tel + 13.05 Borodin: Prince Igor, ss Large number ot. former 15 Child one tound io 2 grain- ephihaimolosy). Hadassah M.S. Avie, ΖΗ͂Ι. Jerussem 810110, and Holla Copland: Billy the Kids Einuestah, Next 

ΜΝ i 16 peste) English sagen Rokah (pediatrics, interaal, 1p i seutal Health First Abd, Tel ἔσω. | Hoare Tel Avi phe ase aes ting 15.00 Music from outside Europe 
33 The ἃ plait, (5) 18 it he i aan nae (δ) Netanya: Laniado (obstetrics, internal, pediat- salem 669911, Tel Aviv 261111/2, Haifa 72222 | Fri. closed. Sat. 11-2; TiO. Heed Robizstein 15.30 Youth + Jazz 

4) garve’s capital game tal ré ὃ κἢ ὑπο έν τ βγη tics, gynecology, surgery). Ὁ Beersheba 418111, netamya 35316... Pavilion: Sun.-Thur. 10-1; 5-7. Fri. dosed. Sat. 18.00 Start Pieces by Croat Pastors 

ican « 1 i ῃ - For information on Batiered Women Shei 1.2. ᾿ δι : ‘The Vicana Symphony Orchestra, 26 tee ae sity fastuonable 149 γα πὸ ὝΡΕ ee oss call Family’ Violence Service - ΠΕΣ ΩΣ CONDU: : . Gary Bertini conducting ~ Bartok: ‘The 

27 Rattigan, for example, was|20Not ‘for a refit by the GHTS Z5s922or any ofthe Rape Crisis Centre or Eran, ABUT WOBEEN Ge cexty : Miraculous Mandarin; Stravinsky: Pet- 

23 ane Poet (7) ‘ way. . (7, Ἢ Jerusalem Center for Drug Abuse and Misuse, | owen). Free Morning Tours— Tel Aviv, Tel. 18.00 Contemporary Music -- Yaacov Gil- 
Waters Radly making |21 . but there’s money in it. : ν πᾶσι Intervention. Tel. 663828. 662002. | 220187, 243106. a - 

295 fois r opera (9) one hears (5) ἥ 74-HOURS FLIGHT 14 Bethlehem Rd. : se WIZO: p visit our call Tel Aviv, 
s Association worker jag pie’ INFORMATION SERVICE ? 22008: Haifa, 89537. 

an rice- le’s girl (4) Call 03-972484 raing 
. ing 
growing area (5) 25 Harvest a season's yield (4) (muktitige) 

ARRIVALS ONLY 
(TAPED MESSAGE) 
03-381111 (20 lines) Dial 100 in most parts of the country. In 

“dial 924444, Kiryat Shmons 4444, 

iene 
9 Large thickset dog 

10 Strict . 
19Rebellions ᾿ 
22 Deep in though 
23 Minute piece of 

bread : 
24 Eat ews 
25 To the came 

‘DOWN 

lLetterofGreek  . 
abet ἢ 

degree 

[1 (anag.) 
ξ Matter in dispute 

Tibertas 
Haifa . 
What's Om in Fialfa, dial 04-6400, ὁ 

[51 [i ΓὉ]ΕΤΗΪΜ]ΕΙΌΟΤΑΙΡῚ 
BO aoe Oo oO Of 
PIE/AIR/L RIP IRIOIN[OlUINICIE 
(LP RA BARN UR TRA) 
Η Ν᾿ τ ΕἰΝ [ΠΝ ΟΕ ΞΡ τὶ [Ὁ] 

ΟΝ] ᾿ΟἸΒΗΙΒΑΒΕΑΙΒΞ ΝΞ, 
TIEIN[D/E/R] Sabana é 

* Mads : Κατ: 
in's Lovers; MitcheB: Sarvivors 1. 9: 

TELAVIV 4.8, 7.15, 9.30 BOA ga τὶ | Allenby: Ninja fly RIA[sLIMIElAloMmictalojoww ||” iu Reds Chen 1: Slash μεν Fay a [ΡΙ As ΙΝ iH] Chen 2: Reuben Reuben 4.45, 7.20. 9.40; 
_ {RIEJFIEIREBTIANIG/EIR] 1 Ν αὶ Chen 3: Ronmncing the Stone 4.45, 7.15. JOM TA MEMBS ΠΝ ΜΙ εὶ. [1 - 3.35: Chen a: Big Chin 10.30, 1.30,5, 7.25, 
BOROSGRSR OaHoE «Sag dy Chea nd 1030130. 

ἘΙΜΕΙΕΙΠΙΒΠΕΊΘΓΙΕΙ 9.0; Deeds Wied «heme Br 
Qa Setation | in lata Bol ek 

den 9) ιν κ΄ ταδ τὶ Herd 440, 7 16 bie x The 
Ni 12 3 Enlist, Lev I. _ κῃ " " 

Study wants new airline 

to-replace bankrupt Maof 

30 
* 1.10 School B: 

help bring more tourists, 
He advocated that the pp, 

ment help find entrepreneurs wii” 
to invest Sim. in 2 new anit 
Goverment guarantees fo, τ 
pliers and passengers shonig 
granted to the tune of $3m, Man 
planes, equipment and building, 
should be rented from the Creda | 
or owners, he said. ‘ 

The government should fart 
assist the establishment of ἢ nq, 
chaster carrier by Buaranteeing coy, 
dination with Et Al and other οτος 
charter carriers. A new compa, 
could be profitable if it useg 
two Boeing 720Bs and charged §3, 
to S400 per ticket for fligtts κα 
Europe. That is 7 to 10 per Ὁ 
higher than the prices which had! 
been in effect m the summer of 195, 
he noted. ‘ 

Harel also recommended sp. 
arrangements to fly an estinas 
§.000 people who hold Maof ti 
or subscriptions via Arkia and ΕἸ 4) 

a Ψ,,ο ΤΤΤΤτ 

Bonn sets date for 
world economic summij 
BONN (Reuter). — The 1985 Woy 
Economic Summit of the top seven 
non-communist industrialized 94. 
tions will be held in Bonn from Ma, 
2 to 4. West Germany said yestey. 
day. . 
Chief: government spokesman Pe. 

ter Boenisch. announcing the datys, 
said the main themes of the three. 
day meeting would be inflation-free. 
economic growth, trade policy ἀραὶ 
international debt. unemployment, 
and the environment. ἢ 

The annual summit, held in Lon! 
don this year. groups the heads of 
State or government of Britain, 
Canada, France, Italy. Japan. hd 
U.S. and West Germany as well 
the president of the European Coins 
mission. 

boa: Four Descriptions on Paste! Dravies: 
(Sara Fuxon-Hayman, Zmira Lutzkil; 
Abel Ebrlich: Geniton and Genimus, Bo 
Linda: Sonata for Three: Anthony Finc: . 
The Lonely Stones and Places Sing oe 
19.05 Schubert: Der Hirt auf dem Felsen, 
Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No.1 

boven: Septet 

First Programme 
6.03 Programmes for Olim 
fas Moming Concert {from Voice of 

jusic) 
5.10. Ensomnter five family and socal” 

magazine 
Programme in Easy Hebrew 

roadcasts ὦ 

Ed ale tr t 
1 Programmes for Olim ᾿ 
22.05 A Friend from the Same Pianet 

Second Programme 

6.12 Gymnastics 
6.30 Editorial Review 
6.53 Green Light - drivers’ corner 
7.00 This Morning -- news magazine 
8.05 Safe Journey 
9.05 House Call - with Rivka Michacli 
10.10 All Shades of the Network - morning 
magazine 
12.10 Open Line -- news and music : 
13.00 Midday -- news commentary. mask ἢ 
14.06 Matters of Taterest -with Gabi Gat 
15,05 Magic Moments ~ favonrite old songs © 

17.30 Of Men and Figures 
18.06 New Faces in the Knesset 
18.45 Today in Sport 
19.05 Today — radio newsreel 
19.30 The Jewish People 
20.05 Folklore i 
21.15 Song for the Road 
22.05 Stage and Screen 
23.05 Night Games 

Army 
6.10 Morning Sounds 
6.30 Universiry on the Air 
7.07 “70T- - with Alex Anski 
3.05 Morning Newsreel 
9.05 Right Now -- with Shmuel Netushtam 
11.05 Israeli Autumn -- with Eh Yisreet 

16.06 Four in the Aftemoon 
17.05 Evening Newsree! 
18.05 [DF Magazine 
19.05 Music Today 
20.05 Foreign Language Hit Parade 
21.00 Mabat - TV Newsree! ἢ 
21.30 University on the Air (rope) 
22.05 Popular songs 
3.05 Miracies happening in ovr Ti 
(repeat) 
00.05 Night Birds— songs. chat 

Shabaf: Maria’s Lovers 4.30. 7, 9.20:50 
dio: Karate Kid 4.30. 7, 9,10; Tam 
Liquid Sky 7, 9,30: Tehelet: Duck Somt 
‘Tel Aviv: Bolero; Tel Aviv Mosesat US 
Santos Inocentes 4.30, 7.30, 9.30: 2% 
Paris-Texas 4. 6.45, 9.30; Beth-Hatelt 

Boyoud the Walls 7.15. 950: 5 
permun II 4.30: Lay: Woman ἐπ here 
9.30; Ousts: Splash 4.30, 7.154930: OF 

igzag Story 7.15, 930: bert oe 



Be 

th Momey Matters | 
Israel high-tech firms |Dollar breaks DM3 barrier 

despite weak economic data report mixed profits 
Pus Fnance Renee " wsance Reporter 

TEL AVIV. -- Two more Israeli 
- cOMpanies, whose shares are traded 
in New York markets, have reported 
results for the July-September quat- 

* ter, and these are of mixed quality. 
While ECT (Electronics Corporation 
_Of Israel) achieved record profits in 
the most recent period, Laser Indus- 

. ities came in with ἃ loss. 
: « ἘΠῚ. a subsidiary (59.4 per cent) 
of Clal Electronic Industries, 

. announced a jump of 88 per cent in 
sales for the third quarter, to $4.6 

- million, compared with $2.46m. in 
.the July-September quarter last 
+ year. Net income totalled $700,000. 
ἃ raassive 227 per cent increase over 
last’ year's $214,000. Earnings per 

: share were $0.14, up from $0.05. 
- _ For the first nine months of 1984, 
. sales showed a 77 per cent gain, to 
$12.7m. (1983. $7.2m.}, Net income 
almost quadrupled, totalling over 
$2m., as against only $530,000 in 
1983. Eamings per share increased 

ex Slightly less, from $0.12 to $0.44, as 
“3 the average number of shares out- 

standing was slightly higher in 1984. 
"Meir Laiser, president of EC. 
_Roted that “interest in the com- 
pany’s telephone circuit multiplica- 

“tion equipment, which doubles the 
capacity of transmission systems, 
continues to build around the world. 
Recently announced orders have 
also boosted ECT's military and sys- 
tems business in Israel and abroad. 

-; Laser ladustries reported its 
- “ second quarter and balf-yearly re- 

sults for the period ending Septem- 
ber 30. 1984, Whereas sales in the 
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The 5th Annual 

“FORSAKE 
mE NOs” 

Fund 

Accepting Offices: 

P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem 91000. 

ACLI77-F2" he, 

ΈΞΞΞΞΞΞΞΙΕΙ; 

Navember 20. 1984 1S 
U.S. dollar 554.26 

_ British sterling 692.30 
* German mark 185.34 
French franc 60.420 
Dutch guilder 164.32 

{| 4wiss franc 224.49 
Swedish krona 64.588 
Norwegian krone 63.726 
Danish krone 51.207 
Finnish mark 83.689 
-Canadian dollar 421.19 

The campaign to 
maintain and enlarge 
services for the aged 
through the winter 

Notice to Our Readers 
All advertisements published in this newspaper giving prices in 

dollars are inserted on the sole responsibility of the advertiser. 

Bank of Israel exchange rates 

most recent quarter were a company 
record, at $4.8m., and represented a 
69 per cent increase over the equiva- 
lent $2.8m. last year, the company 
reported a loss for this quarter. after 
a first quarter profit. 

The net loss was $207.000. com- 
pared to net income of $301,000 in 
1983. It reflected a loss of $489,000, 
which was the company's share in 
the losses of Metalworking Lasers 
International (ML). of which Laser 
acquired full control and ownership 
in the second quarter. 

Laser's other operations showed a 
profit of $282,000 in the second 
quarter, down from almost $400,000 
in the first quarter. 

Laser chairman David Meridor 
said that he anticipated that the 
company’s sales would continue to 
grow on a quarter-by-quarter basis. 
He explained the second quarter 
losses as due to two major factors. 
The first. clearly, was the increase in 
MLI's operating losses. which would 
continue to have a negative impact 
for several quarters, as the company 
had already announced. 

Secondly, according to Meridor, a 
larger than usual proportion of the 
company’s sales in the last quarter 
came from less profitable products. 
However, he added, thanks to the 
introduction of several new pro- 
ducts, the company has now reestab- 
lished a product mix which was ex- 
pected to produce higher profits in 
the second half of the fiscal year. 
Thus, he expected sales for the year 
to March 31, 1985 to exceed $20m., 
compared to the $12.7m. generated 
in fiscal 1984. 

FINOS6-1014 

1s 
Australian dollar 475.83 
South African rand 310.14 
Belgian franc (10) 91.902 
Austrian schilling (10) 263.65 
Italian lire (1000) 298.41 
Japanese yen (100) 227.30 
Trish pound 576.57 
Spanish peseta (100) 330.46 
Jordanian dinar 1374.6 
Lebanese lira 72.220 
Egyptian pound 421.24 

[CES 
|_ SALE ἃ 

1673.8790 
1859.5584 

558. 5834 

FOR 20.11.83 

1653.2112 
1821.15258 

545.8900 565.2800 
680.2400 704.5100 
182.2600 188.7400 

57.3200 61.5200 
161.5700 167.3200 
720.8100 728.6500 
62.7300 65 8200" 
61.8800 64.9300 
49.8000 52.2500 
36.1700 90.4100 

411.0200 429.0600 
481.2000 489.0400 
259.5100 329.4300 

259.2000 263.4100 
290.5200 304.1800 
224.1900 232.1900 

Supplied by UNITED MIZRAHI BANK LTD. 

LONDON (Reuter). - The dollar 
surged above three marks for the 
first time in almost three weeks here 
yesterday, shrugging off further in- 
dications that the U.S. economy is 
slowing down. 

A brief spurt of selling greeted 
news that the American Gross 
National Product (GNP) grew at an 
annuai rate of only 1.9 per cent in the 
third quarter, down on a preliminary 
forecast of 2.7 per cent and far 
slower than earlier this year. 

Burt the dollar soon recovered 

French trade 
plunges back 
κι Μ 
into deficit 
PARIS (Reuter). -- France's trade 
with the rest of the world fell back 
into heavy deficit in October, vir- 
tually wiping out the surpluses of the 
previous two months and putting in 
some doubt the government's ability 
to meet its deficit targets. 

Foreign trade ministry figures re- 
leased yesterday showed a 
seasonally-adjusted deficit of Fr3.39 
billion ($369 million) in October, 
following a cumulative surplus of 
Fr3.98b. ($433m.) in August and 
September. 

It brought the deficit for the year 
so far to Fr22.4b. ($2.4b.). This is 
close to the Fr25b. ($2.7b.) level that 
the National Statistics Institute fore- 
cast this month would be the deficit 
for the whole of this year. 

po Rea 

To provide toys and 
games for Hanukka 
for every child ina 
government institu- 
tion orin foster care 

Jerusalem: The Jerusalem Post Building, Romema Industrial Zone; Tel Aviv: 11 Carlebach St.; 

Haifa: 16 Nordau St., Hadar Hacarmel. Or send by mail to The Jerusalem Post, i 

POST 

FOREIGN CURRENCY 
20.11.84 

INTERBANK SPOT RATES: 

1.2473/1.2480 per£é 
pers 

\. perS 
2,4708/2.4718 3 
6.33 )60.35 3 

9.15609, 1590 5 
τα απ τε 1859.20)}}859.70 

FORWARD RATES: 
5: Εν. 5} 

240009 
ΜΙ 
2415076 

EES n SS Oe SS 

and, having dipped to 2.9845 marks 
from its close in Europe yesterday of 
2.9915, ended the day in London at 
3.0072 marks. : 

Although the signs of a weaker 
economy would normally point to 
lower U.S. interest rates and a less 
attractive dollar. traders said that 
the market's often-changing views 
on the dollar's future now favoured a 
strengthening currency. 
Some traders pointed to the 

breakdown of the GNP figures, 
which showed lower stocks held by 
companies and higher consumer de- 
mand. They said these factors indi- 
cated that the U.S. economy was just 
pausing for breath and would re- 
bound strongly in the final quarter of 
the year. 

MARKET STATISTICS 
Indices 
General Share Index 543,01 43.25% 
Non-baok Cre ἘΝ 43.64% 
Arrangement 1.53 +3, 13% 
Industrials 437.29 +3.35% 
Bond Index - μὰ 

Turnovers 
Shares 15 852.7m. 
Bonds 151462.5πι. 
Totals 182315.2m. 
Advances 212 
Declines δῦ 
of which 5% + 108 
of which 5% ~ 1 
“Buvers only” 3 
“Sellers only 3 

Bond market trends 
4% fullv-linked: Rises to 3.5% 
3% fully-lmked: Rises 10 6.5% 
80% linked: Rises 10 6.5% 
90% linked: Rises to 3.5% 
Double-option: Rises 10 3.5% 
Dollar-inked: | Rises t0 0.5% 

Most Active Shares 
Hapoalim 14275 {S107.6m. +450 
Leumi 9080 1S 79.7m. +260 
IDB Dev. 2321 1845.9m. 1211 

appearing on ΜΙ , Wednesdi eet in Mondays, jaye and 

MONDAY/WEDNESDAY RATES: 
Minimum of |S 4,784 for 8 words: each 
additional word IS 598. 
FRIDAY and HOLIDAY EVE RATES: 
Minimum of {S 6,256 for 8 words; each 
additional word IS 762. Ail rates Include 
VAT. DEADLINES at our offices 
Jerusalam: Monday/Wednesday — 10 2.m. 
previous day. Friday — 5 p.m. on 
Wednesday. Tel Aviv and Halfa: 12 noon, 2 
days befora publication. Ads accepted at 
offices of ne evan Post (see 
mat on page) and all recognized 
advertising agencies. 

TOUR UU UL 

BUSINESS PREMISES 
ARCATA 
MONTHLY RENTAL, 5 rooms 
Clal Building. Tel. ree 

- a aA 

νι 

NETANYA 

NOBIL GREENBERG, housing 
Sales/reatals. 2 Ussishkin St... Tel. 053-32558. 

VOLPE UAT UT 

INSURANCE 

ΩΣ 
PURCHASE/SALE 

ΠΠΠΜΠΠ]ΠΠ]]]]]]Π Ἐ{|}}{}Π|{{Ὶ]] ΕΠ] ΠΗ AMET 
FOR SALE: PHENOMENAL! IT’S A 
TOFA‘A! Pre-Hanukka sale of records and/ 

Popular Women's Group 
ΠΟΘ ΟΝ aed Oe asst for details. (not Shab- 

1). 

CAROL BUYS HOUSE CONTENTS. 
Household goods, clothes. electrical ap- 
pliances. Tel. 03-291849. 

ΜΠ ΗΠ ΓΙ ΠΗ ΠΗ ΠΕ] ΠΗ] ΠΠΠΠ}] 

SERVICES 

LES— AMERICAN Housepainter, high quall- 
ty. low rates. Tel. 02-855860. Nei 

MATOR APPLIANCE SERVICE. American 
technician. Benjamin apd Stegman. Tel. 02- 
532131 ext. 1795. 3674. 
ΠΗ 

VEHICLES 
ΙΝ Π 
PEUGEOT 505. like new, excellent condition. 
Passport. Τεῖ. 02-271516. ᾿ 

ΠΟ ΠΕ 

FURNITURE 

ΠΡ ΙΠΙ 
FRENCH POLISHER, renews furaitire at 
your home. Tel. 04-712979, 

New York Stock Exchange . 
Plan ue 3e 
TAESPOTL 19 86 «.3.86 

Unitities 143.104-0.21 
Volume 80.878,900 

DJ. LIST : 
33)» Me 

Allied Chem. 34 Me 
Amer Brand a aN 
Amer Can 4 ἃς, 
Amer Exp 35 +1 
AmerT&T ἹΞᾺ +45 

Beth Steel 16h αἰς. 
Pont a ἘΠῚ 

East Kodak ‘Th +i 

pa eH τὰ 
Elect, 56). τὰ 

Gen Food 55; -ἰῷ 
Gen Motors. Thy +h 

2a be 
inal Bus Fra + 
intl Harv, ‘Te +t 
Intl Paper 50% «ὦ 

Mere + a% +1% 
Minucsota Minng OG +h 
End Nicket u ac. 
Owens 38, “Ἢ 
Procter ὕπερ. 58 ΠΕ 
Chevron Be +h 
Scars 31% +1 
Texaco 34, +h 
Union Cash, BA + 
Unieed Tech. a «Ὦ 
Us Steal “4 +h 

jestinghoust Mh = 
Wooleceth 35% Ye 

Gop 58 SILVER 
342.65 --5 

Asal. Shia 

Homestake 25%: δε 

Reman. SHARES IN NY 
Amer Is Paper 6M ne. 
Ampa A TA ne 
Ampel Pid. S* ou 

AlBance 2% me 
Bao Tech ™% aM 
Electronics Ord. Me +h 
Lad 1% τῇ 
Exon Ord. 9 oh 
Ect Ὁ“ kh 
Et Laved 32}; <M 
Fitronics mM +M% 
IDB Ord. 34 38 
Inerpharm am WH 
Laser Ladus. 10% πο 
Optrotech 3. τᾶν, 
Scitex be 4 ας, 
Taro-Vit 1. 2 
Teva i Ww 

New York Stock Exchange. 
American House, Tel Aviv. 
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Share potential boosts market 
Both shares and bonds moved 

ahead yesterday, but the main action 
was concentrated in the share mar- 
ket. . 

However, one must immediately 
walify the term “action™ by stres- 

sing that it refers only to the degree 
of price movement. For. if measured 
by the trmover, yesterday showed 
the share market to be less active 
than on any other recent day. 
The volume in the share market 

dropped to 1S852 million. from 
around [51 billion in the two preced- 
ing days. This is equivalent to a little 
over $1.5m.. and shows that there is 
little real interest in the market. 
More en ingly. however. the 
majority of the volume (about 
1$475m,) was in the “free” market. 
while the “arrangement” sector 
managed only IS374m., its lowest 
“score” for many weeks. 

In terms of scale of advance. the 
results were fairly uniform. The 
General Share Index rose by 3.25 
per cent, with the “arrangement” 
index gaining 3.13 per‘cent and the 
non-bank index 3.64 per cent. 
Only the investment companies and . 
the oil sector broke this pattera by 
significant margins. rising by 7.71 
and 4.91 per.cent. respectively. 

As noted here in the past, the 
investment company sector has 
tended recently to lead the market in 
moves in both directions, and so it 
proved again yesterday. Indeed, one 
Tepresentative of this group, IDB. 
Development, broke the monopoly 

COMMENT 
By PINHAS LANDAU 

of the big banks on the most active 
list, although its volume was only 
1S45m1.. or less than $90,000. 

In practice, the market was a re- 
peat performance, if on a much 
smaller scale, of the events following 
the signing of the package deal. 
Now, as then, there was a move by 
the “inner circle” of brokers and 

tive traders to buy up stock, 
in the hope that 8 fall in interest rates 
or a price freeze would help to 
restore the stock exchange to some- 
‘thing resembling life. 

The background to this latest 
scramble is to be found in two items 
of news. The first is the announce- 
ment of -a further fall in interest 
rates, although this time only by 1.5 
per cent. Nevertheless, the new re- 

- duction coming only two weeks af- 
ter the previous one, shows that the 
intention to keep rates moving down 
is very much alive. 

Secondly, there has been talk of 
extending the existing wage/price 
freeze beyond the three-month limit 
set for it, and possibly until next 
summer. Any reduction in inflation, 
even if temporary. and even if artifi- 
cial, is positive for the share market, 
because it makes shares a more 

attractive investment alternative. 

* ‘These factors explain the potential 

for shares, and serve as a sufficient 

excuse for the faithful to jump back 
into the market. 

Why bonds should go up is less 
clear. but a case can be made that the 

fail in nominal bank deposit rates 
makes bonds relatively more attrac- 
tive, even if inflation does fall, since 

it is unlikely to disappear entirely. 

The low volume indicates, howev- 
er, that the faithful, this time, are 
few in number and/or tacking in 
fervour. Given the disappointment 
with the package deal, as it has 
evolved, and the total failure of the 
brief but violent rally that took place 
in the share market after its signing 
only a fortnight ago, this is probably 
not surprising. 

This time, though, there were very 
᾿ few “buyers only” ‘situations, and 
although advances led declines by 
9:2, and sharply rising issues were 
nine times more numerous than 
sharply falling issues, the whole rally 
seemed to lack thrust. 

Neverthéless. the fact that the 
strongest rises were made by the 
sectors that trade latest, such as 
investment companies and oil 
shares, seems to indicate that there is 
more demand building up and there- 
fore the next day or two may well see 
a continuation of the up move. 

And who knows, maybe the rally 
will broaden out and become more 
firmly based—and thus longer-lived. 

Tel Aviv Stock Exchange daily price quotations 
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Games at Nakoura 
IN THE BAD old days before the Six Day War, this country's 
Arab neighbours were wont to claim that they were not Israel's 
policemen, and therefore under no obligation to prevent 
Palestinian terrorists from infiltrating Israel territory. Syria's 
ambassador to the UN, George Tomeh, was especially skilled 
in advancing this line of reasoning. 

Since then most Arab governments have learned the hard 
way the conditions of coexistence -- even though it is not 
peaceful coexistence -- with the Jewish state. But the old 
attitude keeps surfacing every now and then. 

The latest example, oddly enough, was manifested at last 
Sunday's meeting between the Israel and Lebanese military 
teams at Nakoura. The Lebanese spokesman, Lt.-Col. Bassam 
Sa‘ad, told newsmen right after the meeting that. as far as his 
countrymen were concerned, they were “not the policemen of 
Israel. Our objective,” he added. “is to seek peace and 
maintain security for the citizens of South Lebanon.” ᾿ 

Perhaps the statement was meant for Syrian rather than for 
Israeli ears: it is to be hoped that it was. 

For no serious group of Lebanese, such as the government in 
Beirut, can be under any illusion any longer that the citizens of 
South Lebanon could live in peace and security without the 
inhabitants of North Israel enjoying the same right. Surely it is 
‘now apparent to all that the PLO poses a threat to both 
countries, which have a common stake in barring the return of 
the Palestinian terrorists to their bases in South Lebanon. 

Plainly, if the terrorists regained the positions they held 
before their ouster in Operation Peace for Galilee, they would 
tide roughshod again over the Lebanese in the border area. 
And the same Lebanese would also suffer grievously from 
whatever action the IDF might be forced to take to counter the. 
renewal of terrorism against Israel settlements. 

Τὴ τὰς assumption is correct that the rulers of Lebanon, 
despite protestations that seem to indicate the contrary, have 
an interest in keeping South Lebanon free from the scourge of 
PLO terror, then the present differences at Nakoura need not 
be unduly worrisome. The more so since both Israel and 
Lebanon are eager - although Israel, it appears. rather more so 
than Lebanon -- to see an early withdrawal by the IDF. 

Attorney-General speaks out 
THE BLISTERING attack on “Kahanism™ by the attorney- 
general, Yitzhak Zamir, in the Knesset House Committee on 
Monday deserves to be widely reproduced and made into an 
obligatory school text. 

“*Kahanism.” said Prof. Zamir, is a shameful, loathsome and 
dangerous phenomenon. It is opposed to Jewish tradition and 
to the rules of international law. It is irreconcilable with 
Zionism, undermines the foundations of the State of Israel, and 
is more dangerous for Jews than for Arabs. 

In Israel's entire history, no attorney-general ever subjected 
a Knesset member's philosophy to so scathing a public critic- 
ism. But the apostle of racism, Meir Kahane, fully merited the 
merciless flaying. : . 

Prof. Zamir also disclosed to the House Committee two 
proposals for dealing with “Kahanism.” 
One proposal is to be tabled by his office, and it is to take the 

form of a basic law on political parties. It would bar any party 
from running in a general election that proclaims its opposition 
to the existence of Israel as a state or to its democratic system, 
or that supports racism. Meir Kahane has promptly taken 
umbrage at the proposal: the country’s leading foe of democra- 
cy is anxious to exploit its liberal law to bring about its 
destruction. 

The other proposal, which comes in response to an initiative 
by two parliamentarians, is concerned with MK Kahane’s 
attempts to carry his message of Arab-hate into Arab settle- 
ments and places of employment. It would have the Knesset 
itself authorize the police. for a period of one year, to prevent 
Meir Kahane from entering any Arab settlement or any factory 
that employs mainly Arab workers, if he announces such an 
intention in advance. 

This is a solution that makes Meir Kahane an exception to the 
general rule, and it might set a dangerous precedent. It would 
be preferable for the Knesset to simply empower the police to 
deny any Knesset member its protection if he or she were to 
make excursions that, in the opinion of the police, are liable to 
disturb the public peace. This alone could have a sobering 
effect on the Kach leader’s bravado. 

PACKAGE DEAL 
(Continued from Page One) 

plement will be paid at the end of the 
freeze — which is unacceptable to the 
Histadrut. 

The mood was anery at yester- 
day's meeting of the Trade Union 
Department's coordinating commit- 
tee. The committee decided that if 
the government rejects the demand 
today, leaders of the 15 national 
unions bound by the public sector 

ment would meet before the 
weekend to decide on immediate 
retaliatory steps. 

The unions concerned include the 
teachers, social workers. engineers. 

academics and X-ray technicians. As 

ἃ first step, the union leaders said. 

disruptions could hit education. 

medical and communications ser- 

vices. 

Trade Union Department chair- 

man Haim Haberfeld said after the 

meeting that he did not “want to 

contemplate what would occur if 

the demand for payment was re- 

jected. Refusal could jead to labour 

unrest which could mean that the 

e deal “will not live out its 

term,” he said. 
* Kessar reportedly spoke to Prime 

Minister Shimon Peres yesterday 

and told him he would raise the 

matter today. Labour is keeping in- 

dustrial peace during the package 

’ deal and the government must keep 

to the agreement, he is reported to 

‘have said. 
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Jiloni pointed out that even solely 
from a legal point of view. the de- 
mand is justified. The supplement 
was to have been paid with Octo- 
ber's salary. payable on November 
1. he said. The package deal went 

into effect on November 2. There- 
fore it does not effect the payment. 
Jiloni argued. 

He wamed that if there is labour 

unrest, the unions could be expected 
to raise long-standing demands. 

Haberfeid and representatives of 

the private sector employers will 
meet tomorrow to begin their review 
of the private sector work agree- 
ment. The review was due to have 

begun last month to assess wage 
erosion yea agreement was 

signed last April. 
The manufacturers have already 

Stated their opposition to paying 
compensation during the freeze. The 
Histadrut is demanding payment, 
but labour federation sources have 
intimated they might be prepared to 
wait until the end of the freeze. 

MUST PAY 
dene pees Tie ware ing to dis; ices. merchants 

were formally charged under the 
1957 Goods and Services Law, which 
until the present price freeze had 
been only faxly enforced. 
Among the Haifa violators were 

tetailers and wholesalers of women’s 
wear, leather goods, shoes, auto- 
mobile accessories, wallpaper, office 
equipment and plumbing supplies, 
as well as optical and cosmetic shops. 

Judge Shiloni said: “Unscrapu- 
lous merchants ΕΣ be deterred. If 
they get away with failing to display 
pete way is open for (the more 
serious act of) overcharging.” 
He rejected violators’ arguments 

that there has not been enough time 
to mark prices on merchandise since 
the freeze began, saying, “This re- 
quirement was not born with the 
price freeze, but has been on the 
books'since 1957.” 

From the frying pan 
into the fire 

By DAVID KRIVINE. . 
THREE WEEKS have elapsed since 
the package deal came into force. 
The recordsofar. 
5 Wages are down. owing to the 
payment of a partial cost-of-living 
allowance. as agreed with the 
Histadrut; 
O Prices are stablé, as agreed with 
the Manufacturers Association; 
Q {nterest rates are down by 5 per 
cent, but stil! enormously high at 
around 15 per cent a month (prime 
rate); 
Ὁ The shekel continues to drop in 
relation to the dollar. owing to a 
continuation of the “creeping- 
devaluation” policy, though at a 
lower rate than before. 

Prices and wages can only be 
frozen if other costs are brought into 
line. Interest rates are normally, let 
us say, 1 per cent above inflation. 
Well, if there is no inflation, the 
interest rate, should, in principle, be 
just the 1 per cent, not 20 per cent. 

Similarly with the exchange rates. 
If prices in Israel are stable, then the 
purchasing power of the shekel will 
not depreciate. So why devaluate it? 

THESE QUESTIONS are impor- 
tant because the package deal is one 
of two things: a life-saver or a 
powder-keg. If after the three- 
month freeze period (that is, from 
next February on) prices remain 
stable, the package deal will have 
been a success, 

Tf, on the other hand, demand 
keeps rising and costs keep rising. 
and the manufacturers hold a lid on 
Prices with clenched teeth for the 
stipulated period although the forces 
of the market are exercising an ever 
greater upward push, then the price 
explosion at the end of the three- 
month period will rock the economy 
-and rock the government of nation- 
al unity with it. 
Why then doesn’t the Bank of 

Israel extend the freeze to interest 
rates and the exchange rate. so as to 
make sure that prices are not pushed 
up by rising costs? (If inflation is 
reduced from 25 per cent a month to 
zero, and the cost of loans from 25 
per cent to 20 per cent, then the real 
cost of loans has gone up sharply.) - 
The bank has its reasons, and they 

too are rooted in the economic reali- 
ties that we face. Victor Médina, 
head of the Bank of Israel Monetary 
pt del ape explains: ‘“What 
counts ¢ public's expectations 
about inflation. Suppose we reduce 
the cost of capital from 20 per cent to 

allright if the pubic expected prces οὶ : : 

to remain stable. 
“But they don't. They think that 

inflation still exists and is merely 
. Therefore they will con- 

sider an interest-rate of 1 per cent a 
month to be abnormally low. so low 
as to be ‘negative. yielding a profit 
to the borrower and ἃ [oss to the 
lender. There would be a rush to 
take loans ~ only a fool would pass 
up the opportunity.” 

BUT HOW DOES the bank know 
that these are the public’s expecta- 
tions? Answers Medina: “By the 
state of the credit market. The price 
of capital must be fixed at a level 
which keeps the volume of borrow- 
ing steady.” ᾿ς 

That is why the interest rate was 
lowered by only a modest 5.5 per 
cent. To lower it further, supposedly 
with the purpose of reducing infla- 
tion, would have the contrary effect. - 
Demand would be stimulated and 

devalue at ali." says Medina. “the 
public will think we are deliberately 
overpricing the shekel.” =. 

There is a precedent fér this, 
When former finance minister 
Yoram Aridor tried three years ago 
to freeze inflation at 5 per cent a 
month, he held back on devalua- 
tions. He did that with the best of 
intentions, in order not to force 
domestic prices up (since expensive 
imported raw materials would ae 
Israel's end-products expensive. 

What was the result of Aridor’s 
well-meaning blunder? People 

dollars in anticipation of 2 
corrective devaluation -- which they 
thought was sure to come in the 
future. 

Sure enough, their reaction " 
that expectation to be fulfil- 

led. The run on the dollar made a 
devaluation inevitable in the course 
of time. thus vindicating the sceptics 
who had bought dollars speculative- 
ly, and making asses of the trusting 
individuals who had believed that 
the authorities would hold inflation 
in check. oe 
The men at the Bank of Israel are 
determined not to fall into that trap a 
second time. They are against 
cheapening the dollar; they insist on 
keeping it up to its true value day by 
day in order to prevent speculation. 

we ti trom the fy ᾿ fe are jum e 
Le he oer a Ln 
tion on the demand side, the Bank of 

lished in one fell 

the cost of imports, making it in- 
ingly difficult for local manu- 

facturers to keep their prices un- 
changed. The high cost of capital -- 
higher (in real terms) than before. 
since prices have dropped — has the 
same effect. The government is 
undermining its own package deal. 
Is there no way out of the impasse? 

Dollarization. perhaps. but that 
does not make sense either. The 
answer to the dollar shortage is not 
to make dollars available freely to all 
comers. Things would be different if 
the population could jettison the 
habit of grabbing doliars. Regrett- 
ably. such an attitude of polite res- 
traint is not on the cards — unless 
there is inflation and no dollar shor- 
‘tage; that is, unless Israel's state 
budget — and its foreign trade — is 
balanced. : 

If these conditions existed. there 
would be no need for dollarization. 
The shekel would be as hard a cur- 

daily, rency as the dollar itself. 
Another altemative is to adopt a 

different package deal formula, the 
one recommended by Moshe San- 
bar, former governor of the Bank of 
Israel, which the authorities re- 
jected. Sanbar proposed freezing 
prices for a short period of six weeks 
50 as to shock the economy out of its 
inflationary hysteria. Then prices 
would be allowed to rise ina control- 
led manser, parallel to’the rise in the - 
cost of imports. : 7 

The merit of Sanbar’s plan is that 
although inflation would not be abo- 

swoop, the higher 
price level authorized would at least 
be a real one, not an artificial one. 
Instead of pretending that inflation 
does not exist and letting pressures 
build up, Sanbar would give those 
pressures their head. The govern- 
ment would be granted a 
breathing spell. It would have more 
‘time to achieve the real target: re- 
moving the root cause of inflation. 

ing up 

will never actually stop the deluge. 
The burst water-main is th 

budget deficit. The government's 
overspending this year (its 
“printed” money) μϊεἼ δ ρτ = 

the oduct. - 
Gials ii the central 6allk point out 
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that unless that flow is reduced’ 
sharply. none of the other remedies 
will work. Wages.can be frozen. 
prices can be frozen, interest rates 
can be frozen, the exchange rate can 
be frozen, itis all possible -- provided 
the budget is cut first, so that no 
pressures build up to break the 
freeze. ; ; 

The Bank of Israel’ would be de- 
lighted to slice imterest rates and 
would like nothing better than to 
desist from reducing the real value of 

. the shekel, if the result was defla- 
tion. 

. But that would not be the result. 
The above measures cannot by 
themselves cause deflation: they can 
only result from deflation. They can 
and should be applied — to help 
stabilize prices ~ but only if the basic 
reason -for price destabilization is 
removed; in other words, if the 

longer’ Treasury stops printing money. 

IS THAT happening? Not so far. 
Finance Minister Yitzhak Moda’i 

an economy measure that 
ill throw 15,000 people out of 

work. Will they pack their bags and 
go? Resistances are building up. The 
civil servants union says aot us, the | 
schoo! union says not us, 

Kes- 
5: Tejects parte idea of 

jobs, Prime 
Mingdor Suisnou Peres and Econo- 
mics Minister Gad Ya’acobi seem to 
be saying “amen.” But ἔξ πο jobs are 

cannot be cut, 

: ent ov and 
the qa uae πρίονα. these 
facts are two sides of the same coin. . 

much 
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production sector. which is why the 
government prints money. It cannot 

afford to employ so many people. 
᾿ civilian and military. The country:* 

camnot afford to support out of its: 

earnings sO many public servants. 

Here is the beart and core of the 
Israeli disease. 

_ What, then, are the prospects be- 
fore us? The government will in all 
likelihood manage to reduce its ex-" 
penditure, but not enough to keep’ 
prices stable. Prices will remain 
stable for three months because they 
are controlled, but they will explode. 
after the freeze ends. . ᾿ 

If that occurs, Sanbar will be able 
to tell Kessar. “1 told you so.” Had 
his plan been adopted prices would 
start rising three weeks from now, 
and there would be no explosion six 
weeks after that. 

Kessar's refusal to let prices go up f. 
will force the ministers to undertake 
more draconian measures than 
would have otherwise been neces- 
sary. Ao already difficult task is 
made more difficult still. If the gov- 
emment miraculously manages to 
keep prices stable after February 2, 
it will have achieved a greater suc- 
cess than was thought possible in the 
Sanbar plan. 

But that success will have been 
secured at a ter cost in unem- 
ployment. Instead of shedding peo- 
‘ple gradually, taking into account 
the possibility of absorbing labour 
into Israel's 8 export indus- 
tries, the pace of dismissals will have 
been stepped up'in order to mest 
Kessar’s more pressing deadlines. ἴς 4 
te oe. what the Histadnut had int? 

‘The writer is a member of The 
Jerusalem Post editorial staff. 

Gann μεῖς pastiaary eepeisod a 8Ζ8 were particu’ ised at 
the growth of the alleged Jewish 
terrorist network within the settle- 
ment oe iar Apel oa ea ‘fing 
exposures April until the firi 
ofa rocket at a Hebron bus precisely 
six months later, it was entirely pre- 
dictable. 
- For years now, the settlers have 
been conducting a so-called vigilante 
campaign, making and applying 
their own brand of law. in the occu- 
pied territories. They have, the vic- 
tims say, led attacks mto West Bank 
refugee camps, beaten up Arabs in 
the streets of Arab towns, destroyed 
Arab property, smashed the wind- 
screens of cars. So the Palestinian 
Arabs weren't in the least astonished 
at the inevitable development of 
outright terrorism. 

Nonetheless. very little has-been 

irrational conspiracy, whose mem- 
bers include many of Israel's "Ἢ 
and brightest.” ; 

I, for one, have observed two 
distinct reactions in the West Bank. 
On the one hand. there is the Palesti- 
nian who feels vindicated, and right- 
ty so: “There, you see. It's all true. 
This is just what we've been saying 
ail along. and the worid never be- 
lieved us.“ On the other hand, there 
is the Palestinian Israel-watcher who 
Points out. again quite rightly, that 
the arrests and the public exposure 
are all unprecedented in the history 
Of Israel; that they are a healthy and 
positive sign that the Israeli govern- 
ment can and, moreover, is willing to 
be even-handed, and to put justice 
before politics. 

Yeta third Palestinian Arab group 
is affected by these events -- the 
youth. It is the impact on this group 
that disturbs me. Countless. Arab 
youngsters. mere teenagers, have 
saffered brutality and humiliation in 

being arrested and dragged to police 
or military government 
ters; some are beaten, abused and 
debased without even being 
charged. Frequently, and without 
any reason, teenage boys are sum- 
moned to military papier ed 
“questioning,” and are held all day 
and then released at 

Now these youngsters discover 
that the Israeli settlers really were 
out to get them, to maim them, to 

They believe there never was a 
chance for real justice from the 
police or the military authorities. 

A teenager cannot discriminate; 
he cannot distinguish between bruta- 
lities. It doesn't matter that this one 
now is labelled “‘terror™; it's all of a 
piece for him. These youngsters 
can't differentiate between the ter- 
rorism of a bunch of “crazies” and 
what they experience during inter- 
rogation at the hands of officials. 

The upshot of this, I believe, will 
be that methods of Israeli interroga- 
tion and treatment of prisoners will 
become better publicized 
and accepted than they have been 
when the Arabs themselves describe 
what happens to them in Israeli jails. 

One cannot but fear that already 
radicalized Arab youths, for years. 
the victims both of Israeli vigilante 
terrorism and of Israeli police 
harassment. will become even more 
incensed. Dramatic revelation may 
fuel self-justification, and Jewish- 
terror may be countered by height- ~ 
ened Arab terror. What we are 

seeing as the end result is the “war” 
being brought out into the open, 

READERS’ (E11 E RSS 
COMMON PEOPLE’S TV 

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post 
Sir, = I wonder why “common™ 

people pay their TV fees. By com- 
mon people I mean workers who 
tmust go to sieep early in order to 
work well the next day: youngsters 
who must prepare for their bagrur, 
people who are interested in more 
than sports; people who intensely 
dislike rock music; and finally peo- 
ple who have some taste and enjoy 
on nal good drama or comedy 

im. 
Several dozen friends and reja- 

tives I asked agree with me that the 
news should be given at 8 p.m.. and 
that nature films, plays, discussions, 
Moked. Second Look and such 
should be presented immediately af- 
ter. 

Ts this too much to ask? 
ADINA ASSH 

Tel Aviv. 

PORTUGUESE 
CHILDREN 

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post 
Sir. — In June 1945, a “shipment”. 

of children and young people left 
Portugal for the U.S. After the war, 
some of these children returned to 
Europe. some emigrated onwards, 
and others remained. 

1 was the youngest of these chil- 
dren and I would like to make con-. 

hese particular 
children, I would appreciate it if they 
would contact me. 
My address is: c/o 6. St. Michael's 

Terrace. London. N.22, England. 
London, ΥΘΑΝ, ae 

By JAMIL HAMAD 
with even louder justification on 
bothsides. . ~ ae ᾿ 

I CAN understand the simplistic 
reasoning bebind the reactions οἵ. 
young Arabs. The Jews came to this ᾿ 
land claiming the right ~ every na- 
tion’s right — to save themselves and 
to have a secure homeland. And the 
Gosh Enrunim settlers, armed yet | 
further with the will of God, took 
over disputed land and built their 
homes in the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip. But to the Arab youth it 
seems quite clear that the Jews have 
notcome to live in peace With us, nor 
truly to follow the will of God, but to 
force us out. That and that alone is 
the mission of the settlers. Would 
you be able. to give a different ex- 
planation? . 
This phenomenon of Jewish terror 

should raise urgeut questions among 
all Jews, not only those of Israel; 
questions about the motivation and 
technique of Israel's “manifest des- 
tiny.” The alleged settler terrorist 
network is only one, albeit the 
largest, the best-organized, and the 
most professional of all the Jewish 
terrorist cells uncovered this year 
alone — the Lifta Gang, the Amer- 
ican boys who attacked an Arab bus, 
the Israeli boy awaiting trial for 
attacking an Arab bus. But what else 
could one have expected? 
One sees people who served in the 

the terrorism that forced the British 
out of Palestine and the terrorism 
attempting to force the Palestinians 
out oft Israel? - ᾿ 

I would also, somewhat wryly, 
point out the somewhat un-Jewish 
indifference to how justice is admi- 
nistered, or rather, not administered 
in Israel's jails and manifested in its 
penal system. Torture, ‘physical 
al humiliation,. denial of civil 

less, then the day will come whenitis 
you. or Israeli youths, who will coai-: 
plain of police brutality. Injustice. 

ated itin the first place. ἊΣ 

Golan and the Gaza Strip, and who 
provide oli for these settlements, 
should face the issues directly, and 
consider their.real meaning. Did 
Jews come.to live in, or decide to 
support Israel for the sake of Jewish 
peace and safety and for the sake of a 
Jewish identity, or was their purpose 
to wreak Vengeance and destroy 
another people? How does one stop 

this? How does one guarantee it will 
never happen again? 
§ that there is only one 

way. Jews should see Palestinians 
neither as victims, oor as mad killers, 
nor as scum to be eradicated, Israel, 
and Jews throughout the world must 
accept Palestinians as full partners in 
this land. “Both our peoples - the 
Jews and the Palestinians — have a 
right to live in our land, in our 
homeland, with dignity. Otherwise 
there will be no peace, And terror 

_ will beget yet more terror. 

The writer is α Palestinian journalist. 
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Dear Reader . ; : 
Much has been said and written about the plight of the . 
Ethiopian people. Last week | spent several days in the ἡ 
‘drought-stricken areas of Ethiopia and met with repre- . 

’ sentatives of various charitable organizations and officials 
᾿ of the relief and rehabilitation commission, set up by the 
- Ethiopian government. | have seen the suffering of young 
- and old, caused by the drought. 

in the past, Thave helped victims of man’s inhumanity to . 
man in Biafra and Cambodia, and the victims of naturat 
disasters in india, Guatamata, Nicaragua, and other parts 

| ofthe world, ᾿ 

We ara now trying to maké one joint Jewish effort, 
supported by the Jewish communities of the diaspora, 

. from Sydney, Australia, to Brooklyn, New York. 

_Tknow their needs, arid we can make sure, as in the past 
*- that the supplies: reach their intended destination, Your 

Soeatanlls decors tome whe sola ἘΠ: contribution will be used to build a com plete refugee samp, and provide what is needed now. Help u helpless. - : Pusto help the 

- . Pleasa send your contribution to the Fun; “ of Ethlopta; P.O.B. 4389, Tal Aviv, or maps ogee Children 
᾿ branch of the Israel Discount Ban 

or make a deposit at 8 Κι ἰῇ account 888898, δὶ 

Abe Natan 
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